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ABSTRACT
Parks Canada's goal in the management of its national historic sites is to ensure the commemorative
integrity of these nationally signincant places. Cornmernorative integrity is an expression of the
wholeness of the historic place. A national historie site possesses commemorative integrity when:
the resources that symbolizeor represent its importance are not impaired or under threat; the reasons
for the site's national historic signincanceare effectivelycommunicatedto the public, and; the site's
hentage values are respected by all whose decisions or actions afTect the site. Management plans are
a legislated requirement for natioaal historic sites, intended to provide managers with long-term (510years), strategic direction for making decisions and taking actions to ensure site commemorative
integrity, quality senrice to clients and wise and efficient use of public funds.
The government-wide initiative to manage for results, through a planning reporting and
accomtability structure which includes parks and sites management plans, is creating significant
change to both the use and content of management plans. Managing for results focuses Parks Canada
on its goals of ensuring commemorative and ecological integrity. Ensuring these goals is made
tangible by defining and taking actions on measurable objectives. This raises the question of
whether measurability, by defining indicators, targets, standards, and performance
measures/expectations, should be an integral part of management plans. Not only would this signify
a focus on managhg for results (objectivesriented evaluation), but a shift fiom management plans
being master development pians to frameworks for decision-making, a change in approach that the
United States National Park Service is experiencing.
The recently completed Prince of Wales Fort National Historic management dong with a number
of other national historic site management plans are reviewed and evaluated to determine whether
they can provide measurability the means to evduate whether implementation of strategic
directions and key objectives in the management plan are leading to success in ensuring
commemorative integrity. The results of the evaluation indicate that the Prince of Wales Fort
management plan does provide some measurable objectives by which to evaluate resuits of
implementing the management pian, However, monitoring and evaluation, the collection of pre-test
and post-test data, and the need to use objective-oriented evaluation in decision-making need to be
explicitly stated in management pians as general practices of site management.
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CaAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Parks Canada is a federal agency of the Department of Canadian Heritage. It comprises national
parks, marine conservationareas, historic canals, and national historic sites. Parks Canada's purpose
is to:
commemorate, protect and present, both directiy and indirectly,
places which are signincant examples of Canada's cultural and
naniral hentage in ways that encourage public understanding,
appreciationand enjoymentof this heritage, whüe ensuring long-tem
ecological and cornmernorative integrity (Canadian Heritage 1994a:
13).

The govermnent-wide initiative to manage for results, not process, is creating significant changes
to national parks and national historic sites management plans. The emerging requirement to
evaluate and be accountable for ecological and commemorative integrity raises the question of
whether measurability, through indicators, targets and performance mesures, should be part of
management plans. Not only does this signie a focus on managing for results, but a shift in
management plans nom being master development plans to frameworks for decision-making.
A management plan for Prince of Waies Fort National Histonc Site was completed in 1997 in the
midst of these changing expectations for management plans. This study is an evaluation of the

Prince of Wales Fort Management Plan to assess whether it cm facilitate evaluation for the desired
management result to be achieved for national historic sites, which is cornmernorative integrity.

The study reviews the planning, reporting and accountability structure currently proposed for
national parks and national historie sites and the specific role of management plans in this structure.
Objectives-orientedevaluation concepts are also reviewed and related to the management planning
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process and management plans. Through an evaluation by content analysis, it is revealed that the
Prince of Wales Fort Management Plan provides limited information to facilitate evaluation of how
well management strategies and actions are affecting the state of a site's commemorative integrity.
Recommendations are made to improve this and other management plans as an accountability tool
for management.
This chapter introduces the topic of "managingfor results" in government and its impact on national

parks and national historic sites management plans. The study objectives and summary of methods
employed in the sîudy are presented below. Background information on the case example, Prince
of Wales Fort, completes this chapter.

Management plans are to provide the long terni direction for activities to take place at national parks
and national historic sites. They represent a commitment by the Minister of Canadian Heritage to
the public of Canada, conceming the appropriate use and protection of these protected heritage areas
(Canadian Heritage 1994b: 6). Management plans normally present objectives, strategies and
actions:

b

to protect the resources for which the park or site was established;

b

to prescribe appropriate visitor and stakeholder use toward ensuring the
sustainability of the park/site and its resources for the public good; and
to activate public understanding and support for the particular parWsite and
for naturai and cultural heritage stewardship.

National park management plans are structuredon land-use zoning to regulate human activities and
development so not to threaten specific resources and their supporthg land-base. Historic site
management plans, on the other band, have been less resource based and instead have focused on
adding infrasacture aad senices to enhance public interpretation of place and events of historical
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signincance. The focus in either case has been anthropocentncwith attention to managing for human
use, rather than king eco-centric or resource protection based.
Conventionai management plaaaing for a park or site is a process of inventorying natural and
culniral resources, gathering information on existing and potential visitor markets, followed by
alternatives development and preparation of a comprehensive, dl-inclusive plan of actions to blend

human wants and impacts (extemaily and intemally)with park objectives. While the number of plan
alternatives codd be limitiess, the possible approaches to park or site management are Iimiied by
program policy and fiscal redities, and generally do not depart radicaily fiom park management
practices aiready in place. Management planning is subject to public consultation and the choice of
a plan will be based on a combination of resource condition assessments, program objectives and
policies, social and cultural values of public and stakeholders, and econornic factors.
In 1988, the National ParksAct was amended requiring that "the maintenance ofecological integrity
through the protection of natural resources and processes will be the pnorîty when c o n s i d e ~ g
zoning and visitor use" in preparing a park management plan (Canadian Heritage 1994a: 30). In
1994, Parks Canada policy defined the goal of management planning for a national historic site as

to ensure cornmetnorativeintegrity and the application of cultural resource management principles

and practice (Canadian Heritage 1994a: 109; 1994b: 6). Maintainhg ecological integrity through
ecosystem-basedmanagement, and comrnemorative integrity through cultural resource management,
was a conscious attempt to focus park and site management on Parks Canada's mandate and results.

While management plans are a legislated requirement for national parks under the National Parh
Act, and national historic sites management plans were required by departmentai policy, both parks

and sitesi must now have management plans under Parks Canada Agency legislation assented to in

'

There are over 800 national historic sites in Canada. The majority of these sites are owned by
federal agencies other than Parks Canada (e.g., Public Works, Canada Post, National Defense),
provincial and municipal governments, and private ownen. Less than 150 are actually administered by
Parks Canada. It is only these latter sites which are required by legislation to have management plans.
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December 1998. According to the Pmks CmadaAgency Act, the Chief Executive Officer for Parks
Canada will provide the Minister of Canadian Heritage with a management plan

"...in respect of

any matter that the Minister deems appropriate, including, but no limited to, commemorative and
ecological inte&,

resource protection or visitor use, and that plan shall be tabled in each House

of Parliament" (Parkr Canada Agency Act, Section 32111).

The Banff National Park Management Plan (Canadian Heritage 1997a) is considered by senior
management a mode1 of wbat a management plan should be for a national park, and it can be
assumed for a national historic site. Specilically, the plan defines goals for maintainhg ecological
integrity, and measurable objectives and actions towatd attaining the goals. Management planning
is going through a transformation as evidenced by the proposed scope of changes to be made to

Parks Canada management planning guidelines this year, and the recent introduction of Ecological
htegrity Statements and Commemorative Integrity Statements as baseline documents for
management planning. The transformation in management planning and the resulting plans will
make better management accountability tools by identiQing measurable objectives and achievable
targets and performance measures. Without these, results or outcomes cannot be identified and
successes in ensuring ecological or cornmemorative integrity cannot be inferred.

In September 1997, a management plan was completed for Prince of Wales Fort National Historic
Site, Churchill, Manitoba. It was the fmt management plan for Prince of Wales Fort National
Historie Site (hereafler PWF)and prepared with the goals of ensuring the cornmemorative integrity

of the site, quality service to clients, and wise and efficient use of public h d s . It was one of the fmt
management plans to be completed under the policy of commemorative integrity, and only the
second site in the Parks Canada program to have an approved Commemorative Integrity Statement.
Commemorative integrity is used to describe the health or the wholeness of a national historic site.
A national histone site possesses commemorative integrity when:
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the resources that symbolue or represent its impottaace are not impaked or
under threat;
the reasons for the site's national historic significance are effectively
communicated to the public; and

the site's heritage values are respected by those whose decisions or actions
affect the site (Canadian Heritage 1995a: 1).
The P W F management plan now serves to guide site managers in what and how they manage toward
the desired result or outcome of commemorative integrity. This plan provides (or should provide)

significant direction for identifjhg and evaluating annual management actions for PWF and
resolving issues identified in the State of Protected Heritage Areas Reports (fonnerly State of the

Parks Reports).
The PWF Management Plan, however, has yet to be approved and tabled in the House of Parliament.
Since its completion in 1997, the Parks Canada program has witnessed changes in the role of park
and site management plans. Most significant is the transformation to strategic, yet measurable
management plans.

The main purpose of this study is to evaluate the PWF management plan as an accountability tool
for commemorative integrity. Specifically, the study will:

b

identiQ whether the PWF management plan provides objectives and
sufficient indicators and targets, standards andor performance measuns to
facilitate the evaluation of the state of PWF's commemorative inte& ;and
recornrnend where indicaton andor targets are needed to improve the
management plan as a site management accountability tool. These
recomrnendations, while perhaps too late for incorporation in the completed
management p!m, may be applied in developing PWF's annual business
plans and for reporting on the state of the site.
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Parks Canada is currently reviewing links in its existing planning and reporting processes to more
clearly d e h e how it will manage for results. To undertake the above study objectives, the author has

had to document the cunent state of and the proposed approach to management planning, and
concepts in evaluating for results. Consequently, this study is one of few sources that collates
extensivedocumentationon the planning, reporting and accouatability structurefor national historic
sites and its relation to management planning. k e f o r e , this study has a secondary objective to:
document the 'state of the art' of the planning, reporting and accountability
structure for national historic sites, with particular reference to the relevance
of measurable objectives in management plans.

1.4.1

Formative Evaluation

This study of evaluation capability in management plans is an evaluation itself of current and
evolving concepts in management planning, and an evaluation specifically of the Prince of Wales
Fort National Historic Site management plan. Evaluation means judging the merit of sornething
against a set of criteria, with the intent to rnake infomed decisions regarding the allocation of
resources, policy and program activities (Feick 1996: 44). In this examination, the 'something' is
the national historic site management plan, and the 'set of criteria' is the language and construct of

objective-oriented evaluation. This study is a formative evaluation of management plans and
management planning using qualitativemethods, inciuding literature review, case study, and content
analysis. Formative evaluation provides informationwhich managers can use to improve an ongoing
program (Feick 1996: 47). Being a formative evaluation, there are no judgements of whether
management plans have served as effective accountability tools. Conduchg such a summative
evaluation is not possible since, to date, management plans have not been designed nor monitored
for this piirpose. instead, this study endeavours to d e h e this role for management plans and how
it should be conveyed in management p l u .
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1.4.2

Evaluation Approaches

Objectives-oriented evaiuation is the form of evaluation king examined for in the management
plans. There are various approachesto evaiuation, including for example (fiom Worthen and Sanders
1987: Fig. 11.1):

Evaluation Approach

Purpose of Evaluation

Distinguishing Characteristics

Objectives-Oriented

Detennining the extent to which
objectives are achieved

Specifying measurable
objectives, using objective
instruments to gather data,
looking for discrepancies
between objectives and
performance

Management-Oriented

Providing usehl information to
aid in making decisions

Serving rational decision
making, evaluating at al1 stages
of program development

Consumer-Oriented

Providing information about
consumer products to aid
decisions about consumer
purchases and consumer
satisfaction

Using criterion checklists to
analyze products, product
iesting, informing consumers

Expertise-Oriented

Providing professional
judgements of quality

Basing judgements on
individual knowledge and
experience, use of consensus
standards, teadsite visitations

Providing a balanced
examination of al1 sides of
controversial issues or
highlighting both strengths and
weaknesses of a program

Use of public hearings, use of
opposing points of view,
decision based on arguments
heard duting proceedings

Understanding and portraying
the complexities of an activity,
responding to an audience's
requirements for information

Reflecting multiple realities,
use of inductive reasoning and
discovery, firsthand experience
on site

Naturalistic and ParticipantOriented

Managing for results implies performance measurement against a defined outcome(stated otherwise

as a measurable objective). Therefore, the focus of the literature review and the content analyses is
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objective-oriented evaluation. There is, however, some discussion of the use of expertise-oriented
evaluation in State of the Parks reports (see Appendix B) and the use of Prince of Wales Fort visitor
surveys for evaluatingcornmernorative integrity (in a rnanner of consumer-oriented evaluation). The
Prince of Wales Fort visitor surveys from 1995 through 1997 are secondary sources, not collected

by or for this study, but containiag visitor awareness information of devance to questions in this
study.
1.4.3

Qualitative Study Approacb

The methods used in this study are, for the most part, qualitative in approach; that is, the inquiry
process builds (inductively) a complex, holistic picture supporting or refuting the study premise
(management plans as measurable, accountability tools), using information and sources (i.e.,
documents) not nomally conducive to quantitative, statistical measurement. The qualitative
approach includes literature review, content analysis, and case study rnethods, as follows.
1.4.3.1 Literature Review

A literature review:

. . .shares with the reader of results fiom other studies that
are closely related to the study king reported;

. . . . relates a study to the larger, ongoing dialogue in the
literature about a topic, filling in gaps and extending prior
snidies, [and];
. . . .provides a fhmework for estabiishing the importance
of the study,as well as a benchmark for comparing the r e d t s
of a study with other findings (Creswell 1994: 20-21).

The literature reviews herein provide background urformation on accountability concepts of
'managing for results' and cornmernorative integrity, management planning concepts, and
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definitions of ternis used in evaluationand objective-oriented evaluation. These definitions are key
to the content analysis of management plans.
Chapter 2 documents the planning, reporting and accountabilitystructure for rnanaging historic sites

as presently conceived by Parks Canada. There are three main sources for documenting the structure:
Parks Canada Guide to Management Planninq (Canadian Heritage 1994b), although dated and up
for review in part because of issues discussed in this study; the State of the Parks 1997 Rewrt
(Canadian Heritage 1998a); and Parks Canada's muai guidelines for preparing field unit business
plans (Parks Canada 1997, l998a). n i e connections between planning, implementation and
reporting historic sites management are not always evident as different parts of the Parks Canada
organization advancetheir processes for accountability. The literature review attempts to make these
connections.
Basic concepts and definitions in objectives-oriented evaluation are also presented in Chapter 2.
Handbooks and introductory manuals in policy and program evaluation were consulted, primwily:
Studyine Public Policv: Policv Cycles and Policv Subsvstems (Howlett and Ramesh 1995); Basic
Methods of Policy Analvsis and Planning (Patton and Sawicki 1986); and, Handbook of Practical
Pro-

Evaluation (Wholey, Haüy and Newcomer 1994). The distinction between policy

evaluation and program evaluation were considered minute here, since in this study program
evaluation (like policy evaluation) is goal-based and objectives-oriented. Evaluation studies in
related fields to historic sites management were also consulted for definitions and applications, for
example: Monitorine for Conservation and Ecoloq (Goldman 1991); Wilderness Manapement
(Hendee, Stankey, and Lucas 1990); Museum Visitor Evaluation: New Tool for Management
(Loomis 1987); Manual of Heritaee Management (Harrison 1994); Education Evaluation:
Alternative A~~roaches
and Practical Guidelines (Worthen and Sanders 1987); and, Evaluating
Leisure Services: Makine- Enliehtened Decisions ('enderson 1995)

The web site of the United States National Park Service (www.n~s.nov)provides an up-to-date,
comprehensive selection of management planning guidelines, strategic plans, and completed park
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management plans. These documents provide an oppomuiity to "look d o m the road" as to how

Parks Canada planning, reporting and accountability may unfold. The National Park Service is
revising its planning processes so that plan implementation and reporting may serve requirements
of the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993. By using the National Park SeMce as a

benchmark, this study proposes how measurability couid be introduced in management plans.

L4.3.2 Content Anafysis
Content analysis was used for the formative evaluation of cunent practice of evaluation capability
in management plans. Content analysis involves the categorization and codification of units in a
document (Worthen and Sanders 1987: 3 14). In this study, the units are key words used in
objectives-oriented evaluation such as goal, objective, indicator, and monitor. The document
analyzed is the individual management plan. Manifest content analysis entails the quantification of
these coding units to facilitate time series changes or cornparisons with benchmarks (Babbie 1998:
3 13). Manifest analysis, however, was not used in this study. There is no standard or benchmark for
comparing the rate of occurrence or terms nor is there a significant passage of time (five years)
reprcsented in the sampled management plans. Latent content analysis examines the usage of the
terms through their context in the document. This was the analytical approach followed in this study.
Electronic key word searches were done if an electroniccopy of the management plan was available.
Otherwise, the search for keywords was done by visual scans of the text.
Chapten 4 and 5 provide content analysis on recent national historic sites management plans. The
results of this evaluation identifi strengths and weaknesses of measurability in current management
plans, and provide a cornparison for where improvements cm be made to the case study example.
1.4.3.3 Case Study

n i e case study provides a refhed focus and context for evaluating rneasurability in a management
plan. It is a singleentity having defined temporal and spatial context and with sufficient background
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information to permit the researcher opportunities to collect and analyze detailed information
(Creswell1994: 12). The case study is the Prince of Wales Fort National Historic Site management
plan. Additional idormation of devance is provided fiom an examination of site information such
as the State of the Parks reports.
1.4.4

Orynization of Chapters

The evaiuation resuits provide for conclusions on the utility of management plans for measuring
commemorative integrity of national historic sites and enable the author to make recommendations
to improve management plans for this purpose. This evaluation analysis is presented in Chapter 4,

a content analysis of recentiy completed management plans. Chapter 5, a content analysis of the
Prince of Wales Fort management plan (the case study) also provides an examination of existing site
information available which can enable the identification of measurable objectives. n i e first step
before this analysis, however, is to document whether measurability should be an objective for
management plans and, if so, how. This includes definhg what the concept of 'managing for results'
means for objectives-oriented planning, evaluation, and reporting. This topic is presented in Chapter

2, a literature review of Parks Canada documentation on accountability, commemorative integrity,
planning, and State of the Parks reporting, and Chapter 3, a comparative examination of the United
States National Park Service's mode1 of planning and accountability.

This section provides background on why Prince of Wales Fort is a national historic site and
describes the tesources and values that give it significance. It concludes with resource management

and heritage presentation issues fiom the State of the Parks reports.

1.5.1

Site Description
a

In 1670 King Charles II of England

8

HUDSON BAY

granted the

"Govemor and

8

Company of Adventwers of

England Trading into Hudson Bay"
(later known as the Hudson's Bay
Company) exciusive trading rights
1)

the

territory

by

Figure 1. Location of Prince o f Wales Fort National Historic
Hudson Bay. As part of its fur Site at Churchill, Manitoba.

trading network in northem
Canada, the Company built a massive Stone fortress at the mouth of the Churchill River (Figure 1).

Begun in 1731, Prince of Wales Fort was constructed over a 40-year period. A dark silhouette on
the treeless tundra, the fort is an imposing structure, with 40 cannon mounted on walls 12 metres

thick (Figure 2). The Hudson's Bay Company intended it to be an impregnable English stronghold
during the English-French stmggle for North Amerka. Ironically, however, the only attack,in 1782,
saw the great explorer and fur trader Samuel Hearne, the commander of the fort, and his handful of

men quickly sunender to the French.

Figure 2. Aerial photograph of Prince of Wales Fort, 1995 (Parks Canada).
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T h e properties make up Prince of Wales Fort National Histork Site. They include the fort, Sloop
Cove, and Cape Merry, occupyhg 43.9 hectares of land at the mouth of the Churchill River. Sloop
Cove, an 18' century sloop mooring site, some tbree kilometres upriver fiom the fort, is notable for
the signatures of Hudson's Bay Company servants carved in the cove's rock. Cape Merry Battery,
located across the river fiom the fort, was to have served as crossfire protection for the fort. Today,
it serves as a vantage point for Chwchill visitors wanting to see the fort fiom a distance, for beluga

whaie viewhg, and for bird watching. Beyond PWF,there are other cultural resources on provincial

crown land of the Churchill West Peninsda, including pre-Dorset, Dorset, historic Dene and Inuit
archaeological sites. The West Penllisula is an extension of low flat land extending fiom Second
Burton Rock and Sea Horse Ridge. The area is an interface of tundra, sub-boreal and marine
enviroments. The area is covered by taiga vegetative plant communities and scattered belts of
tundra plant communities. The year round availability of wildlife associated with this interface
environment and the availability of wood are probably why the mouth of the Churchill River has
witnessed 4000 years of continuous human habitation. The underlying rock is mainly hard rock
Precambrian Shield covered with Paleozoic limestone q d e d and used in the construction of the

fort.
1.5.2

Commemontive Integrity

The Fort was declared of national historic significance in 1920 on the recommendation of the
Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada (HSMBC). In 1933, the HSMBC furthet
recornmended that the sites of the "Open Battery" at Cape Merry and Sloop Cove be considered part
of PWF. Based on the HSMBC recommendations, Prince of Wales Fort, including Sloop Cove and
Cape Merry Battery, is a place of national historic importance:

-

it cornmernorates Prince of Wales Fort's role in the 18th century French
English rivalry for control of the temtory and resources around Hudson Bay.
Fundamental to this commemoration is the role of the fùr trade and its
participants; and
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the ruin that is Prince of Waies Fort is of both national historic and
architectural significance.
The CornmernorativeIntegrity Statement for PWF was approved by the Assistant Deputy Minister,

Parks Canada, in December 1995. According to the CIS, PWF has a high degree of integrity of the
histock place and the cultural resources on it. For example, the relatioaship between the scaie, shape,
and strategic siting of the fort on Eskirno Point cemains unaltered. The subarctic tundra of the
peninsula remains largely undisnubed since the late 18" century. The fortification's walls retain a

high level of authenticity despite some rebuilding by the Churchill Port Authority and Department
of Public Works in the 1930s and 1950s.

There are 29 objectives identified in the CIS to ensure resources are not irnpaired or under threat,
eight objectives toward effectively communicating national significance to the public, and 10
objectives toward respecthg the site's heritage values (Appendix A). These 29 objectives describe
the desired conditions and practices by which to maintain the site.
The site management plan was completed in 1997
(Caoadian Heritage 199%: 14). Using the CIS as

its basis, the management plan provides the
approach by which objectives can be met given
needs and priority, fiscal and operationai realities,
and other factors. The management plan for PWF
identSed actions required to address threats,
impairment

and

uncertainty

to

the

cornmernorative integrity. Five "key objectives"
of the management plan include:

b

completing a cultural cesource
inventoryof Sloop Cove and Cape
Merry;

Figure 3.Name of Samuel Heame inscribed in
rock at Sloop Cove, dated 1767. (Parks Canada).

b

b

b

implementing conservation strategies for the fort and cannon;
maintaining monitoring
programs for the fort wds,
the cannon, and the
M p t i o n s at Sloop Cove
(Figure 3);
delivering on- and off-site
heritage programming that
effectively conveys messages
of national significance and
messages supporting
commemorative intent
(Figure 4); and

Figure 4. Visitors at the front gate of Prince of
Wales Fort. (Parks Canada).

ensuring that Parks Canada and its partnea share the same values in the
protection and presentation of PWF and its cultural resources.

1.53 Evaluation of Commemorative Integiity to Date
Three State of the Parks Reports, dating to 1990, 1994, and 1997, report on threats to and the
condition of PWF as they relate to the integrity of the site. nie findings of these reports are
surnmarized below and represent, largely, the issues addressed by the site's management plan.
1.~.3.1The 1990 State of the Park Report

The 1990 State of the Parks profile of PWF is a reference list of values, conditions, and threats

pertaining to the site. The data are preliminary and condition evaluations are based on professional
judgement (EnvironmentCanada 1991: 1). Impacts and opportunitiesto improve the "state" of PWF

are summarized as follows although an overall assessrnentof integrity couid not be implied because
of lirnited information (Environment Canada 1991: 142). There was no evaluation of the site's
heritage presentation as to visitor awareness and understanding.
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Condition of and threats to resources

much of the
fort's perimeter
wall requires
stabilization,
with some
sections on the
verge
of
collapse. Stone
delamination is a
threat (Figure 5);

Figure 5. Collapse of outer face wall, South East Bastion
where bulge/horizontal displacement was occurring,
October 1997. (Parks Canada).

of the fort are in
fair condition;

the cannon are
corroding;
reproduction gun
caniages are in
fair to good
condition; and
historic trails and
tucira are king
scarred and
impacted by dlterrain vehicles
(Figure 6).

Figure 6. Rutting and erosion impacts on tundra from
all-terrain vehicle use. (Parks Canada),

Opportunities

improve on-site facilities and artifact display conditions; and
b

enhance public knowledge of the site and its role in Canadian history.
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1.5.3.2 The 1994 State of the Park Repott

The state of national historic sites reporthg in 1994 was based primarily on assessments of two
resources: built heritage and artifact collections. There was no data for evaluating delivery of
prognuns, visitor impacts, or criteria for evaluating overall state of the site. An attempt was made
to comparethe condition of these resources between 1990and 1994. Evaluations for these two years

were done by professional judgement and based on risk to the resource if no intervention were to
taLe place (Canadian Heritage 1995b: 61).

In 1994, the perimeter wall of the fort was rated as poor -- the same as in 1990. Poor means major
deterioration (Canadian Heritage 1995b:6 1) given that:

b

stability or performance of the resource or its critical components no longer
maintain the level of the original design or purpose, or is substantiai to a
point where operationof the resource shouid be suspended until the condition
is improved;

other components or resources will suffer if the condition is not rectified
within the required t h e frame; andlor
abnormal or accelerated deterioration is evident.

In 1994, the condition of the cannon was identified as unchanged from 1990 when they were
identified as threatened by corrosion. Various forms of treatment intervention were tested for more

than four years, but without the desired results (Canadian Heritage 1995b: 130). The threat of ailterrain vehicies on the tundra remained unchanged.
1.5.3.3 me 1997 State of the Parks Repott

The 1997 State of the Parks Report marks the most comprehensiveevaluation and reporthg of the
condition and integrity of PWF (Appendix B). Condition of the fort walls was upgraded to having
minor impairment with needs for minor improvement, while water infiltration and fiost action were
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considered a medium threat to the stone fort (Figure 7). The upgrade in rating was made in
recognition that only three sections of the fort's w d s were immediately under threat. Most of the
walis were believed to be stable. Communicationsto the public were evaluated for the nrst tirne and
rated on the low side of being effective. Practices in cultural resources management were rated as
acceptable, but in need of some improvements (Carradian Heritage 1998a: 75, Fig. 38). Use of al1
terrain vehicles and over snow machines were identified as a high threat to the site. The SOP report
also noted that severe climatic conditions and development of adjacent lands are medium k a t s
to PWF.

Figure 7. Trusses placed against outer fort wall to stabilize wall movement after
repairing collapsed section shown in Figure S. This work occurred in 1998,
subsequent to the 1997 State of the Parks Report (Parks Canada).

1.5.4

Summary and Discussion

Management plans are supposed to address the threats and management issues identified in State of

-

the Parks reportsthat impair the cornmernorativeintegrity the desued state -- of a site. Evaluation

research entails cornparhg "what is" with "what should be" (Johnston 1998: 28). The purpose of
evaluation is to make decisions based on systernatically gathering evidence related to a particular
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purpose or standard for decision-making (Henderson 1995: 4). In a program evaluation, program

inputs, outputs d outcomes are compared with program objectives to judge whether the program
is both effective and efficient in its delivery. Decision-makers use evaluation to decide whether a
program should be:

b

b

b

continued (indications of objectives king met);
modified (indications of partial achievement or unexpected and undesirable
outcomes); or
discontinued (objectives have been met or a program is judged to be
unsuccessfÙ1).

Whereas management plans have been developed on the assumptions of predictability (Le., actions

will be successful and create desired effects) and complete knowledge in decision-making, we now
know that such linear logic is not likely in historic sites management and that we nonnally operate
with incomplete information for m a b g decisions. Evaluation allows us to test for cause and effect
relationships systematically and to reconsider decisions (formative evaluation) as more empirical
evidence becomes available through carrying out prograrns. Key objectives in a management plan
should have evaluation capability, i.e., measurability, so that site managers have the means and
opportunity to judge the success of their program. 1
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CHAPTER 2

THE PLANNING, REPORTING AND ACCOUNTABILITY FRAMEWORK
FOR NATIONAL HISTORIC SITES

This chapter provides an overview of the Parks Canada planning, reporting, and accountability
framework for national historic sites. This framework is currently 'under development'. Notions of
accountability, performance meamrement, and resuits-based decision making are new to Parks
Canada program management. Management performance for national historie sites has been
measured in the past by program inputs such as financial expenditures and cornpliance to
management processes, and by outputs, such as additions and improvements to the physical plant,

and annuai visitor counts. The Parks Canada Agency, in keeping with Treasury Board of Canada
direction, is tasked with evaiuating "performance" of its national historic sites by its mandate to
protect and present Canada's cultural heritage. Effectiveness in mandate achievement now means
meauring and reporting on program outcornes, in place of or in addition to measures of program
inputs and outputs. The purpose of this chapter is to:

b

b

b

identie and describe the underlying concept to Parks Canada's planning,
reporting and accountability framework - managing for resuffs - and its
implications for goal setting and objectivessriented evaluation;

-

-

define what the goal is for national histonc sites cornmernorativeinrogrily
and its implications for defining objectives and targets, standards, and
performance measures for evaluating the state of the site; and

propose the rde of the munagement plan in measuring and evaluating
commemorative integity of a national historic site.
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As part of improvedreporthg to Parliament, Parks Canada dong with other federal departmentsand
agencies is developing a Planning, Reporting, and Accountability Structure (PRAS). The PRAS
forms the hmework for describing objectives, key results, and financial information included in al1
expenditure management reports to the Treasury Board and to Parliament (Treasury Board 1996: 2).
The PRAS is a fiamework that provides the basis for accountability, both interna1(withinthe Parks
CanadaAgency) and extemal (the Minister to Padiament), for the results achieved with the resources

and authoritiesprovided. The accountability tiamework is designed to help public service programs
to:

gain effective or improved performance (benefits) for the intended results of
a program in relation to the costs incurred; and
b

2.2

facilitate modifications to programs in light of past performance and
changing environment.

MANAGINCI FOR RESULTS

In 1995,Canada's Treasury Board President, in his first Annual Report to Parliament, stated th
federal public service must move fiom d e s and processes to innovation and results so to improve
the delivery of govemment programs and services2 (Auditor General 1997: 8). Government
performance has been traditionally measured by cornpliance to regdation, process and directives,

and by program inputs (what was provided and how). Effectiveness of government policy and
program was measured through cost, but not necessarily in relation to societal benefits. The purposes
of managing for results are to:

'~anagingfor results is an accepted approach to govemment management in Australia, New
Zealand western European countries, and in the United States where federal agencies must comply with
the Government Perjormance undResuîts Act of 1993. This act requires strategic planning, goal setting,
and performance monitoring based on agreed-upan performance indicators, and annual nporting of
program performance to Congress and the public (Wholey, Hatry and Newcomer 1994: 598).
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measure effectiveness of policy and programs through intended results
outcornes or benefits (founded in the organi;ration9smandate) - and costs;
w

b

-

improve program delivery through formative and summative evaluations of
performance; and
assign and take accountability for decisions and actions.

Results are based on goal setting and achievhg objectives based on goals. The Auditor General's
g organizational clhate
Report identifies four requirements for "managingfor results": f o s t e ~ an
that encourages managing for results; agreeing on expected results; measuring results to improve
performance; and effectively reporting performance (Table 1). The focus of this study is on the
latter three requirements. The management planning process is a venue for agreeing on expected
results (which may not always be the desired results) through multi-fùnctional reviews and public
vetting. The management plan is an appropriate document for stipulatiag management-endorsed
requirements for measuring and reporting performance.

A goal is a universal and fiindamental assumption of an organization that guides its endeavoa and

activities (Geomatics International 1996). A goal is a theoretical construct, an ideal end, from which
objectives (declarative statements of intent) are defined and direct how a goal is to be attained
(Hendee, Stankey, and Lucas 1990: 200). Commemorative integrity is the goal for national historic
sites; it takes precedence in acquiring, managing, and administeringnational historic sites (Canadian
Heritage 1994a: 16).Other goals of Parks Canada, including providing quality service to clients and
wise and efficient uses of public funds, are to be achieved within the context of ensuring
cornmernorative integrity.
Commemorative integrity is an ideal for which to strive. It is not in itseff quantifiable and therefore
is an informing, but not an analytical concept (cf. Woodley 1993: 29). It is for this reason that
objectives and indicators are needed to measure commemotative integrity.
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DEFININCCOMMEMORATIVE
~ T E G R I T Y : THE DESIREDSTATEFOR A NATIONAL
Eïis~oruc
SITE

2.4

The tenn "iategrity" has been employed by Parks Canada to symboiize the intended goal or desired
state for its protected heritage areas. Ecological integrity and commemorative integrity have been
defined, as follows:
Ecologicai integrity is a condition where the structure and fcunction
of an ecosystem are unimpaired by stresses induced by human
activity and are likely to persist (Canadian Heritage 1994a: 119).
Cornmernorative integrity is used to describe the health or wholeness
of a national historic site. A historic place may be said to possess
commemorative integrity when the resources that symbolize or
represent its importance are not impaired or under threat, when the
reasons for its significance are effectively communicated to the
public, and when the heritage values of the place are respected
(Canadian Heritage 1994a: 1 19).
What does health or wholeness mean for an historic site? It is inferred from three generai indicators:
threats to resources, public understanding, and appropriate management practices. However, is this
definition suficient or is there a need to define the term "integrity" further as it relates to culturai
heritage. For example, is comrnemorative integrity a static or dynamic state, what is fiindamental
to the understanding of integrity? What does the word "integrity" itself imply or convey?
D e M g integrity has implications for cultural and nanual resource management, visitor use,
heritage presentation, and how Parks Canada interacts with the public and its stakeholders. Three
concepts or models of integrity are presented below based on two meanings of integrity: wholeness
and soundness (nom The Concise Oxford Dictionarv of Current Ennlish, 7thEdition):

1

Whole

Sound

'

1

intaet
in good sound
health condition

healthy correct

'

undiminished without
removal o f
I
part

undisturbed thorough

l

I

I

I not less '
1 than 1,

I
I
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From these models, a denaition of integrity to be used for denning and evaluating commemorative
integrity is proposed. This definition of integrity is intended to provide M e r clarification to what
the desired state of a national historic site should be. It is intended to substantiate rather than replace

Parks Canada's definition.
2.4.1

Mode1 1: "Healthy" State

The "healthy" state model implies a living system. It is formulated fiom the definition for ecologicai
htegrity where processes, functions, and structures of the ecosystem are resilient enough for the
system to persist without the need for and in spite of human interventions. Sustainability of the
ecosystem overall (by however it is defined), and not necessarily the state of individual components
or hctions, is equated with the ecosystem health. Approaches to assessing ecosystem health
include:

b

identification of critical characteristics that differentiate healthy fiom sick
ecosystems;

b

the system's ability to withstand stress, or the ability of an ecosystem to
recover equilibrium; andfor

b

examining risk factors, and how much exposure and level of cisk from
stressors (Woodley 1993: 29).

The ability of an ecosystem to persist is one aspect of integrity, but composition (structure) and what
is vaiued in the ecosystem for biological, aesthetic, scientific, or other anthropocentric reasons are
also part of the integrity equation. In other words,
health is wcessary for integrity, but it is not sficient, while
ecological integrity is sufncient for ecosystem health, but not
necessary. ...A tree f m , for example, rnight be considered healthy
if it vigorously adds biomass, but it surely lacks integrity. Many
species could be lost fiom an ecosystem before any overt signs of illhealth are evident; but with each ioss of a native species the integrity
of the emsystem declines (Noss in Callicott and M d o r d 1997: 37).
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This model of integrity is not relevant to a national historic site, especiaily where the intent is to
arrest natural processes and maintain a site in some fom of 'static perpetuity'. However, the model
does illustrate that ecosystem 'health' (seKperpetuation) does not equal integrity; that structures,

-

hctions, and processes cm be altered to a point - before integrity is impaired; that integrity is
viewed holistically; and that integrity is a constmct of largely human values.

2.4.2 Mode1 2: Complete, Intact, or "AccuntettState
The notion that integrity of place denotes cornpleteness or accuracy is based on the premise that
physical composition of place is unaltered over time and thus is a fair representation of a specific

time and space. In this model, place has integrity of form in a specific spatial and temporal context.
This notion has k e n the basis for management regimes that are supportive of reconstructing what
is no longer present and restoring that which has been altered over tirne.
The United States Department of the Interior's National Register of Historic Places has seven criteria
to evaluate integrity of property for eligibility in its registry (Table 2) (Department of the Interior
1995a). These criteria are based on integrity as a measure of how representative the resource is to

a specific time and space. Integrity is the property's ability to convey its significance through its
physical properties.
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Table 2. Histone Integrity Evaluation Criteria for Recommending Properties to the United States
National Register of Historie Plarcs (from Department of the Merior 1995a).
Location

the place where the historie property was consüucted or the place where the
histork event occurred. The relationship behveen property and its location is ofien
important to understanding why the property was created or why something
happened. Location, complemented by setting, recaptures the sense of historic
place and events.

Design

the combination of elements that create the fonn, plan, space, structure, and style
of a property.

Setting

the physical environment of an historic property. "Whereas location refen to the
specific place where a property was built or an event occurred, setting refers to the
character of the place in which the property played its historical rote. It involves
how, not just where, the properiy is situated and its relationship to surrounding
features and open space.

Materials

the physical elements combined or deposited during a particular period and in a
particular pattern or form to form a historic property.

Workmanship

the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture or people during any
given period in history.

Feeling

the property's expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period. "It
results fiom the presence of physical features that, taken together, convey the
property's historic character."

Association

the direct link between an important historie event or person and an historic
ProFeW .

This model of integrity is under intense debate, as evidenced by the themes of recent conferences,
such as the 1996 ICOMOS Interamerhm Conference on Authenticity (Stovel1995) and the 1999
"Multiple Meanings, Multiple Views: Critical Look at Integrity", sponsored by the United States
National Council for Presewation Educationand the United StatesNational Park Service. The model
and the American criteria are founded on evaluating particular styles and periods of built
architecture. They are not suited, however, for culnual landscapes, archaeologîcal sites, vemacdar
architecture, or "living" sites, particularly where the historic site has or c m have an evolving role
within a cornmunity, such as the Exchange District in downtown Winnipeg or the community of
Neubergthal in southem Manitoba. in situations where a historic site is still a part of a thriving
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cornmunity, the h c t i o n and probably the form of individual built resources and landscapes will
change and adapt to new uses. But,wili integrity be lost, impaired, or compromised by change?Does
completeness or intactness destine an historic site to be 'fiozen' to a particular state?
2.4.3

Mode1 3: Undiminished State

Landscape architects are advancing the "sense of place" notion for historic integrity where place as
a whole (and not necessarily completeness of individual components) conveys what is significant
and why.

[Tlhe experience of integrity in a historic landscape depends on the
capacity of the interpreter and visitor alike to be able to imagine a
reality that no longer exists -to be willing to mentally travel back in
tirne, to envision the effects of the process of tirne, and to project the
hands of nature and of people as the landscape is shaped and
reshaped. Each landscape holds its individual story and that story will
direct its preservation treatment. The most direct measure of the
integrity of the place will be whether or not the landscape 'speaks',
and whether the story createsa reality virtual but reai in experience
of people and place engaged in dialogue and change (Turner 1999).

-

-

Integrity is not measured by how intact or complete a site is, but by how well it conveys its
si@cance.

Loss of integrity therefore is not solely a loss of form. It is suggested that loss of

integrity for a historic site equates to a loss of knowledge (Michael Tomlan 1999: pers. comm.), to
a point where the site no long has the inherent values to hold and 'speak' its individuai story. To
redore integrity would require restoring the source of or means to convey the knowledge. It is
proposed that when intervention requirements exceed the place's inherent capacity to convey its
significance, then that place no longer likely has integrity nor the capacity to regain it (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Mapping commemorative integrity based on undiminished sense of place, inherent capacity
to convey knowledge.

2.4.4

Summary and Discussion

What then is commemorative integrity, the desired state of a national histone site? Detail for
accuracy and completeness are not prerequisites for integrity (unless, of course, those are the

fundamental values for why the site was designated sigaificantin the first place). The main criterion
for site integrity is that the significance of the place is conveyed effectively and primarily by inherent
values of place. The greater the site's inherent capacity to convey significance, the greater its
likelihood of continued integrity. The greater the reliance on investment and intervention(financial
and human resources) to maintain and convey the sigaificanceof the place, the greater its propensity
for loss of cornmernorative integrity.
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Some examples of this undiminished sense of place dekition of commemorative integrity are in
order. Riel House National Historic Site, in south Winnipeg, was designated, in part, to
cornmernorateMétis river lots as a form of Prairie senlement. Suburban development, however, has
al1 but obliterated the river lot system of land tenure fiom the landscape. The historic site property

is now bgmented and separated fiom the Red River by housing development. Conveying the sense
of place as part of a Métis river lot system is not possible through the site's remaining inherent
historic values. Metis river lot method of land tenure can be told ody through media (which could
be done anywhere), but not solely through place (this example wodd be placed at point 5 in Figure

8). Thus, the integrity of Riel House has been impaired. The Chilkoot Trail National Historic Site,

in northem British Columbia, commemorates the Klondike Gold Rush of the late 19" century. The
site includes the entire length of the histone trail fiom the United Statesfcanadian border to Lake
Bennett, the beginning of the water route to Dawson City,Yukon. No structures or other obvious
cultural resources, besides artifacts, survive from the 19h century (and did not at the time of site

Nonetheless, the Chilkoot Trail conveys a strong sense of place because
designation in the 1970~)~.
the site contains the entire trail valley and the physical lay of the land (except the sub boreal forest)
which has remaiwd unchanged since the 1890s. With basic orientation and information provided
at the trail head, hikers receive a three day long cognitive and an experiential history lesson that
cannot be obtained the same way at any other Canadian national historic site (this example would

be placed at point 2 in Figure 8).

The integrity of an historic site can be threatened and impaired by various forces of nature and
human activity (Table 3, Figure 9). Natural threats include erosion, weather conditions, water

infiitration, inadequate soi1 bearing capacity, infestation of plant or animal life, and fke. Human
threats c m be 'extemal' and 'intemal, i.e., the source cornes fiom withlli the management
organization. For instance, the failure to curtail naturai threats - because of no action or poor
There is one exception: the outer wooden sheil of a church at Bennett which is the only
remaining building fkom the Klondike Gold Rush on the Chilkmt Trail.
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planning - should be viewed as a human threat (CanadianHeritage 1998a: 20). Inappropriate
management actions through misidentificationof priorities, not evaluating methods and results, or
because of poor or inadequate Saformationused in decision-making, cm also be "internai" threats
to site integrity. External human threats may include vandalism, darnage to resources by improper
visitor use, and noise, air or visual pollution fiom adjacent properties (CanadianHeritage 1998a: 20).
Tabie 3. Sources of Threat to National Histone Sites Integrity
--

Naturai Tbreats

(source extemal and
intemal to the site)
- climatic
biotic

-

- fire

Human-Induced
Natural Tbreats
(Source extemal and
interna1to the site

- pollution
- fire

External Human
Tbreats

Interaal Human
Threats

physicaVeconomic
developrnent
- economy

- visitation

- adjacent

Visiter

-vandaiisrn
Management
- ineffective or

inappropriate
program policy
i - iil-informed
decisions-making

Tourkm is perceived to be a "soft impact"
industry, consuming linle of primary resources,
but bringing economic benefits into an area.

Tourkm is therefore ofien seen as a panacea for
depressed economies, especially in nual locations

(Boo 1990: 11). While the promise of economic
benefits through tourism development is ofien the
main reason for investment in historic sites,

tourism can be the downfall for a historic site as

well. "Without proper management, environmental
problems can result fiom large volumes of traffïc

Figure 9. Impacts on Commemorative
Integritr, loss of sense of place.

and people; historic fabric can become eroded; and
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heritage resources can be spoilt by unsympathetic alterationsor by being lover restored' in the name
of enhancing the visitor experience" (Cameron 1994: 29).

For example, Stonehenge and the

passage-tombs at Knowth, Irelaad, can no longer physically "carry" the number of visitors. As a
result, not only is the physical resource at risk, but, the visitor experience suffers as well. Misplaced
prionties in visitor services can also be to the detriment of aa historic site. An example of this cornes
from Casa Grande Ruins National Monument in New Mexico, where a new interpetive centre and
maintenance building were built to hold visitor services. However, little attention was given to the
actual ruin, a large four storey building constnicted by Native Arnencans more than 600 years ago

(Estes 1997: 35).

Consequently, scarce capital went to the building and maintenance of a

contemporary facility rather than to maintah the ruin that is the reason for the historic site's
establisbment.

The threats to historic sites can be many and consequential. Costs to maintain and repair culturai
resources are significant and ongoing. Capital investment in the conservation of historic buildings
and artifacts in the Parks Canada program went from $20 million in 1993 to $38 million in 1996
(Canadian Heritage 1998a).
2.6

MANACINC FOR COMMEMORATIVE
INTEGR~TY:
DEFINING,PLANNING
AND ~ P O R T I N C
ON OBJECTWES

Planning has been described as the attempt to control and predict the
consequences of our actions. Effective planning reduces uncertainty
and enhances participation in decision-making by promoting the
consideration of alternatives and reaffimiing the importance of
implementation. Planning contains several important elements. . . .
[P]lanning is future oriented. . . . [I]t is a continuous process that
facilitates the synthesisof information and knowledge, and introduces
rational methods and systematic procedures into decision-making.
Finaily, planning is directed to achieving goals through optimum
means and relating means to ends (Canadian Heritage 1994b: 6).
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nie goal of management planning for a national historic site is to ensure a site's cornmernorative
integrity. The documents that represent the planning, reporthg and accountability structure are
presented in Table 4 and are descnbed in M e r detail below.

Table 4. The Documents in the Management Planning Process.
Cornmernorative integrity Statement - what has heritage value and why (what conveys
ignificance of the place to the public)
1
place and role of the site in the Parks Canada program
what should be protected, what should be presented, and why
1
which directs

1

1

4
-

- --

the ~anm~&kntPian

what management approach and visitor experknce will direct the site's operation
what constitutes a threat or impairment to heritage values and to conveying significance
who are the visitors, public, stakeholders, what do they value, what are their motives and
2bjectives
how will protection and presentation objectives be achieved within the social, political, and
zconomic context (strategic approach ,fom of management regime)
identification of alternatives Br selection of appropriate alternative to achieve objectives &
~oal.

-

which directs

S
he Business Plan

1 identification of specific program actions in three-year t h e fiam to achieve objectives
who will implement, when ,how, and for how much

I1

1

which directs

mpkmentation
monitoring the implementation of the plan, to observe for and identifY changes in external
and changes in imptementation h m what was directed in the management and

Piness pians.

1

1I

and is reported in
the Annual and the State o f Protected Heritage A&S Reports

repon on impkmentation of the management plan (effectiveness, costs versus benefits for
nanagementsriented evaluation), report on state of the national historic site
[achieving goals for objective-oriented evaluation).
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It is proposed herein that whiie goal setting and objectives are appropriately identified in the
Comrnemorative Inte&

Statement, the selectionof indicators, targets, standards and performance

measures is more appropriately done as part of the management planning process, as per Table 5.

Table 5. Relationship Between Planning Stagw and Steps in Evaluation Method.
Planning and
Reporting Document

Steps in evaluation

Cornmernorative
Integrity Statement

identify site goal commemotative integrity, the t h e conditions for
integrity, and define objectives as desired outcomes

Management Plan

Create measurability: identitj outcomes that can be achieved
identiq indicators fiom objectives
- determine targets, standards, performance expectations for indicators

-

Business Plan

-

-

- identify actions necessary to monitor for and evaluate integrity
- identify interim targets, if necessary, to permit formative evaluation of
actions to achieve objectives

implementation

- monitor and evaluate for achievement of objectives as well as
reliability and validity of selected indicators and methods of data
gathering.

Reports

- analyze and report on state of integrity, success towards achieving
integrity and recommend changes to program implementation, if
necessary.

2.6.1

Commemontive Intcgrity Statement

In preparing the Fust State of the Parks Report in 1990, Parks Canada had no conceptual fmmework
to enable the objective and consistent evaluation of the state of its national historic sites (Bennett
1995). Information existed on the condition of individual resources of heritage buildings, artifact

collections, and archaeological features across the entire Parks Canada program, but, no data was
suited to categorize or mmmarize the state of any individual site as a whole. Consideration of the

site as a 'whole', rather than 'the sum of its parts7,is what prompted Parks Canada to develop the
concept of commemomtive inte@@ (Gordon Bennett 1999, pers. rom.).
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Parks Canada staff prepare a Cornmernorative Integrity Statement (CIS) for each national historic
site (Table 6).
Table 6. Cornmernorative Integrity Statemcnt
Frquency

-

---

originate fiom the HSMBC recommendations
approved by the Minister
teason for the cornmernoration
the principles and vdues that nced to be respected
values and c m principles and practice definethe
desired state of condition and management of the site

- Superintendent responsibie for the - an tnduring
site recommends the document
document revised as
- Chief Executive Oficer for Park
nccesmry
Canada approves

- documents lieritage values of the

site and characteristics that hdp
define their integrity both as
components of the site and the site
as a whole

(if research or public
consultation
identifies hen'îage
values chat should be
managed by Parks
Canada, or if there
are new or revised
HSMBC
recommendations)

The Historic Sites and

Monuments

Board

of
HSMBC
--baard

Canada (HSMBC), an

advisory body to the
Minister of Canadian
Heritage,

+

1

11

recommends

O

Y'

places, persons, and events
of

national

historic

Recommcndatiotl
to Minister

4

.*

1
B

DeSignation/

commmioraîion

4

t

Place

significanceJ (Figure 10).

acquisition ~pnd

nionumcnt

vent

-ph=
-monument

plaque.
The fmt step in developing ,
a CIS is to articulate a Figure 10. Site Selection, Designation Process and Forms of
Comrnemoration.

The Board receives more than 200 requests each year, of which 50 to 70 will generate research
papes to assist the Board in its deliberations. The Board also uses the National Historic Sites Systems
Plan, a thematic framework of Canada's history, to identify gaps in and opportunities to balance
historical commernorations. The commemoration of aboriginal people's history, women's history, and
cultural communities are three themes currently receiving the attention of the HSMBC.
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intent based on the HSMBC recommendation(s). The statement of commemorative intent
determines the nationally significant resources and messages used to identify and evaluate
commemorative integrity.

A place may be considered for national signincance by virtue of a direct association with a

sigaificant aspect of Canadiaa history. The HSMBC will consider an archaeofogical site, structure,
building, group of buildings, district, or culRual landscape iE

b

the site illustrates an exceptional creative achievement in concept and design,
technology, andlor planning, or a significant stage in the development of
Canada; or
the site illustrates or symbolizes in whole or in part a culturai tradition, a way
of life, or ideas important to the development of Canada; or
the site is most explicitly and meaningfùlly associated or identified with
person(s) deemed of national historic importance; or

the site is most explicitly and meanlligfully associated or identified with
event(s) deemed of national histonc importance.
An explicit and meaningful association is direct and understandable, and is about the reasons

associated with national significance. To be considered for designation, a place must be in a
condition that respects the integrity of its design, materials, workmanship, function, and/or setting,
insofar as any of these elements are essential to understand its significance (HSMBC 1999). The
Board has similar criteria as the United States National Register of Historic Places (see Table 2),
although the Board does not have as precise definitions for its criteria.

The statement of commemorative intent is a concise and cigorous translation of why the Board
considers a place to be national& important. Several Parks Canada staffwrite the comrnemorative
intent: wrmally an historian, a field person respomible for the site and one or two other individuals
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familiar either with the reason for commemoration or the site itself. They use the approved minutes

and recommendations of the Board and, if necessary, the cornmernorative plaque text5.

Once the commemorative intent is determined, a multi-disciplinary team is convened to develop the
three main objectives of commemorative integrity: resources to be protected historic values and
messagesof national significanceto be communicated, and management practices to be applied. This
team includes heritage presentation and operations stafffkom the site and, depending on the nahue
of the site and its cultural resources, an archaeologist, historian, curator, artifact conservator,
landscape architect, and building restoration expert. Third parties hvolved at the site, adjacent
landowners, and relevant cultural communities, are usually invited to participate in developing the

CIS.

The team works with available resource inventories, historical research, and traditionai knowledge.
A two to three-day workshop is generally required to get the necessary information and consensus

to draft a CIS. The workshop process is as important as the resulting document. Functional
specialists and long tirne staff are oflen chailenged to rethink why a place is significant and what is
necessary to protect and present. Personal and functional-based values are replaced by program
defined values. When codicting resource management or program delivery recommendations face
a Supe~tendenthe or she has the CIS as the fundamental terrns of reference for decision-making
(what needs to be managed and why) (Canadian Hentage 1995a: 3).

Many Board recommendation date as early as the 1920s, when there were no "integrity criteria"
and for that matter usually little explanation as to why a place was being nationally recognized. In a few
cases, the result was the acquisition of a property which does not have the cultural resources symbolic of
the intended desipation. In other cases, the national commemoration has been lost in the storytelling.
For example, some living history programs with precise re-enactment of period activities can draw
visitoa' attention away fiom the messages of significance; the media b o r n e s the message. Such sites
are coined "bread-baking national historic sites" where the visitor leaves having enjoyed a pleasurable
outing into the past, but not learned much, if anything, of the place's historical significance (Cameron
f 997: 33).
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These program values are written as objectives according to the three main conditions of
cornmernorative integrity: resources protected, messages communicated, and appropriate
management practices applied. Achieving an objective is a tangible expression of attaining a stated

Objectives are shaped by the goals they serve. They are descriptions
of the field conditions sought through management and serve as
criteria for identifying necessary policies and actions. Clearly stated
objectives are the key to effective management plans (Hendee,
Stankey, and Lucas 1990: 201).

Key components of a good objective are specificity, measurability, and attainability. Examples

1

objectives for a Commemorative Integrity Staternent follow:

Goal:

Commemorative integrity of the site is ensured.

1' Condition: Cultural resources that symbolize or represent the site's

Objective:

importance are not impaired or under threat.
the XYZ structure walls will not collapse and impair its
historic values because of a program of maintenance and
minimal intervention.

2 "Condition: Reasons for the site's national historic significance are
effectively cornmunicated to the public.
Objective:
Visitors will understand that the architectural features
o W Z historic structurerepresent unique adaptations
of 18h century European technology to an alien arctic
environment.

3" Condition: the site's heritage values are respected in al1 decisions
and actions affecthg the site.
no cultural resources are lost or impaired through
Objective:
human use or actions.
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Denning objectives pemiits the
next step in the evaluation process,
identifying

indicators

representative of integrity.
Indicators are specific variables
that, singly or in combination, are
indicative of the condition to be
achieved and permits managers to
assess

effectiveness

of

management practices (Hendee,
Stankey, and Lucas 1990: 225).
However, indicators c m o t be used
as instruments of measure without

standards, targets or performance
expectations. The three tems have
the same general meaning as some

Indicator should:
be easy, concise, understandable and meaningful
reflect key dimensions key dimensions of
program performance
be measurable, preferably through use of
available data or data that can be gathered by cost
efficient means (particularly with the need for
collection of time series data)
have predictive capability
be responsive to management effects and change
over tirne a d o r space, reflecting results of
action to effect change
sensitive to change fiom management actions and
must distinguish between normal conditions or
cycles, "noise" (change not attributable to
management action)
reflect concerns of staff and stakeholders and
public through their input
have validity (as evidenced methodological
rigour, replication of results, and use of valid
methods of measurement)
be useable by decision-rnakers(timely, reliable)
not impose additional reporting requirements

desired or minimally accepted
value 'tagged' to an indicator.
Targets

and

performance

expectations describe the desired
level of performance or outcorne.
They are

". . . conditions that

managers feel can be achieved over
a reasonable tirne. Standards, on
the other hand, provide a base for
determinhg if conditions remain
acceptable. "It is important to note
that standards do not represent
desired conditions or goals.

. . but

Choosing Targets, Standards and Performance
Expectations (fiom Hendee, Stankey and Lucas 1990:

the process is judgmentai and state of the art
when there is no reason to think otherwise, status
quo may be used as the value (i.e., the target will
be the value measured in the first year)
benchmarks can be used from comparable
situations
use existing conditions, professional judgement
and public input to set expectations and targets
that are achievable and have support
select standards that are meanin@ as thresholds
when management action must be taken
values best expressed in tems of probabilities
recogaizing variability in situations that make
specific absolute standards unrealistic
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rather are triggers for management actions (Le., the points where conditions become unacceptable)"
(Department of the Intenor 1W b ) . Indicaton, targets, standards, and performance measures should
be defined as part of management planning (not the Commemorative Integrity Statement as some
staff have advocated). Selecting standards, targets and performance measures is a management

decision based on more than technical or scientificdata. The choice of a target may mean status quo
or improvement to integrity, but not necessarily achievement of a desired state as identified in the

CIS. Choices are influenced by budgets, other site and program prîorities, views fiom public
consultation, and other factors than simply commemorative integrity (cf. Geomatics International
1996). It is for this reason that the planning process, complete with research, information gathering,

and public consultation, is a more appropriate venue for developing measurable objectives than the
three-day exercise of developing the Commemorative Integrity Statement.

2.6.2

Management Plan

Planning is a formal process of thinking ahead about what conditions
are desired and how to achieve them, the management problems
likely to be encountered,and altemtives for resolving them (Hendee,
Stankey and Lucas 1990: 2 12).
A Management Plan provides strategic direction for the management and operation of an historic

site and provides a framework for subsequent business planning (Table 7) (Canadian Heritage

1994b: 6). Public consultation is a legislated requirement in the management planning process,
recognizing the site as a public good. The management plan provides a compatison of the desired
stateofthe site (documented as objectivesin the Commemorativelntegrity Statement)and the actuai
state of the site (through a situational analysis of current operation of the site, intemal and extemal

threats, and adherence to cultural resource management principles and practice). The management
plan provides a strategy for site managers to move the site more toward the desired state. Public and

stakeholder consultation recognîzes that change in site objectives, operation and management
approach do not work in a vacuum and will affect visitor, community, and stakeholders. Thus,
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objectivesandtargets can involve compromise of what Parks Canada has as a program objective and
what a community interest, for example, may value as a legitimate objective.

Tabk 7. Management Plan
Frquency
.

i - strategic direction as five to 10 year goals and
-

objectives in:
1) heritage resource protection and management
2) presentation and public education
3) visitot experience and service offerings
4) other program objectives, e.g., heritage tourism
statements of achievements against goals and
objectives since last update ( in Management Plan
Reviews)

- Supintendentprepares

- Reviewed and

- Chief Executive OtEcer
-

updated on a five-

recommends
The minister approves
The parliament is infonned

year cycle

A management plan must

be based on the CIS and

CommemoriuivcInrgrity
Staument

Corpotnie Pliln

activities at the site must be

1

Pwh Canada
Guiding Rinciplcs ruid
Operational Policies,
including:

/6tural

based on strategies in the

~aowC;\

management plan (Figure
1 1). Site management plans

have been only recently

viewed

as

key

accountability instruments.
Since November 1 994,
Parks Canada senior
management

P

1 Pnrks Canada Agency Act 1

Site Business Plan

CEAA md departmenial
cnvironrncniai asscssmcnt wliw

Planning and Mcutrrging Proress/or

National HIstoric Sites

LegbIafion & Policy in the Process

has

maintained that, except for Figure 11. Planning and Implementation Instruments for Managing
and policy are in effect throÜghout
urgent or exceptional National Historic Sites. ~e~islation
the planning and implementation process. Plans in shaded boxes are

in national historic sites
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will only be made where approved management plans address the accountabilities of
commemorativeintegr@, s e ~ ctoe clients, and wise and efficient use of public funds. Tfaditiondly,
however, national historic site management plans have been largely site development plans,
identifjmg new or renovated facilities and hhstmcture to Unprove upon visitor services and
programs. In other words, they identified program inputs without a corollary statement of expected
outcomes and results.

2.6.2.1 Discussion

Generally, management plans did not and, largely, still do not provide guidelines for evaluating
commemorative integrity. A review of management plans dating to the 1990s (see Chapter 4 and
5) suggests some outstanding needs that must now form a pari of management plans to make hem

better accountability instruments, including:
b

articulating measurable objectives, targets, standards, and performance
expectations (i.e., desired outcomes);
providing guidance for collecting and analyzing data (monitoring) and for
reporting the evduation results and recommendations from analysis; and
specifj4ng threat-specific monitoring requirements for risk to resources
assessment.

The objectives in a Cornmernorative Integrity Statement articulate the ideals those site managers are
stnving to a h . The objectives in a management plan, however, should include target and
performance measures to advancethe planning process as an accountability tool. In the United States
National Park Service, these measurable objectives are called "long-term goals" (as opposed to
"mission goals" which would be comparable to the objectives in a CIS).
Each long-tem goal . . . is stated as a desired fiiture resource or
visitor experience condition that is measurable. Long-term goals
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generally bave four attributes: (1) an end date shown as "by
September 30, 2002," which hdicates when the goal should be
achieved; (2) a target usually shown as a percentage or actual
number; (3) an indicator, the thing being measured; and (4) a baseline
date, usually expressed "as of 1997." Together these attributes create
a statement of a desired fiiture condition. By following this method,
the required performance measure is iacluded inthe long-term goal
(Department of the Interior 1997: 7).
Using the Objectiveexample fiom the CIS above, "theX Y Z structurewalls wiil not collapse because
of a program of maintenance and minimal intervention", standards for the objective could be
introduced as follows:

'As of 1997, fieezefthaw has affected 150 mm of horizontal
movement in XYZ structure's east wall. By September2003, vertical
and horizontal wdl movement at this location will be eliminated.'

The current and desired state of the cultural resource are defmed, temporal and spatial parameters
are defined, and specificmeasurable targets are identified and agreed upon through the management

planning process. The targets should be based on sound knowledge and research conducted in
support of management planning. Such research is generally not conducted as part of writing a CIS.

2.6.3

Business Plan

The Business Plan defmes what a national historic site intends to accomplish, how and when this
will take place, and who is tasked with the responsibility (Table 8, see also Figure 11). It is through

a site's business plan that the management plan is carried out (Parks Canada 1997: 1). The Business
Plan takes its direction fiom the site's M a n a g e n t Plan and fiom Parks Canada's Corporate Plan
(see 2.6.4). Thus the actions presented in the Business Plan represent management endeavours to
address site-specific objectives (fiom the Management Plan) and larger program objectives and
targets (fiomthe Corporate Plan) which are normdy beyond the scope of the management plan and
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represent departmental policy initiatives. The business plan identifies annuai resource allocations

for a site to conduct its operations. It is for this reason that monitoring and evaluation requirements
for a site should be identifïed in both the management plan and the business plan, so that they are
accounted for, and built into the site's schedule of activities.

Table 8. National Historic Site Business Plan
l

-

2.6.4

environmental scan outlining issues facing the
site over the next three to five years
surnmary o f specific goaldobjectivedresults to
be achieved over the next three to five years
based on Management Plan and Corporate Plan
direction
an ovewiew o f major initiatives to bc
undertaken over next three to five years
an expenditwe plan
revenue targets
human resource objectives

-

Superintendent prepares

-

yearly

CE0 approves

Corporate Plan

The Parks Canada Agency Corporate Plan, formally the National Strategic Plan and National
Business Plan, must indude:

b

a statement of the Agency's objectives, management strategies to achieve
those objectives,expected performances and associated financial budgets for
the approaching fiscal year and the four following fiscal years; and

any other information that the Treasury Board may require to be included in
it (Parh Canada Agency Act, Section 33[2]).

In the United States National Park Service program, their Strategic Plan (comparable to the Parks
Canada's Corporate Plan) prescribes targets that each park is to incorporate into its own objectives.
For example, the NPS Strategic Plan identifies the long terni goal that 50 percent of the recorded
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archaeologicai sites in the NPS are in good condition. "This goal increases the nurnber of recorded
archaeologicai sites Listed on the 1997 Archaeological Sites Management Idonnation System that

are in good condition" (National Parks Service 1998: 6). Each park and site in the NPS will
contribute to meet or exceed the aggregate program target. Parks Canada has yet to apply programlevel targets of performance. However, the striking similarities in the evolution of Parks Canada's
and the NPS's planning and accountability processes would suggest that program-level objectives
and targets are possibilities for Parks Canada.

2.6.5

Annual Report

The Chief Executive Officer must, before September30 of each year, submit an annual report on the
operations of the Agency for the preceding year to the Minister. The annual report must inciude:

the fuiancial statements of the Agency and the Auditor General of Canada's
opinion on hem;
idormation about the Agency's performance with respect to the objectives
established in the corporate plan and summary statement of the assessrnent
by the Auditor General of Canada of the fairness and reliability of that
information; and
w

any other information that the Minister or the Treasury Board may require to
be included in it (Purks Canada Agency Act, Section 34(2)).

The annual report provides an evduation and reporting of program effort and program performance
(Table 9) (Figure 12). It is primarily intended as a financial audit to ensure that resources are king
applied to address stated objectives (a check for program failure6)and to assess whether results are
king achieved as suggested by outputs (formative evaluation of management plan implementation

Program failure: results not achieved as intended either because the program was not
implemented as designed, terminated tw swn or for the m n g rasons, or continued for tw long whiie
not working (Patton and Sawicki 1986: 302).
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Figure 12. Reports which serve to report on evaluation of
commemorative integrity and success of management plan

Table 9. Annual Report
-

Responsibility and Purpose

Content

*

report on Business Pian accomplishments
inciuding:
1) an overview of major achievcments
2) financial expendinire summary
3) revenue summary
anaiysis of major variances against
Business Plan goals and objectives
summary indicators of success such as:
visitation trends, client satisfaction reports,
new parks creation, and other significant
achievements relating to results and
accountabilities

Chief Executive Oficer
prepares summary fiom
business plans submitted
by Superintendents
The minister approves
information for
Parliament and public

'

Theory failure: results not achieved as intended although program ran as designed and for
suficient time. Failure rests in assumptions, modeling and other theoretical basis for program on (Patîon
and Sawicki 1986: 302).
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2.66

State of the Protected Heritage Areas Report

At least every two years, the Chief Executive Officer will give the Minister a report, to be tabled in

each House of Parliament, on the state of national parks, national historic sites and other protected
heritage areas and hentage protection programs, and on the performance of the Agency in carrying
out its responsibilities (Pa& Canada Agency Acf, Section 3 1). This report, fonnerly bown as the
State of the Parks (SOP) Report helps to ensuie that threats to heritage areas are identified and
addressed (Canadian Heritage 1994a: 19) (Table 10). Three SOP Reports have k e n prepared: for
1990, 1994, and 1997. The 1997 Report now serves as a baseline measure of the Parks Canada's

program performance.

The Annual Report serves to report on actions toward achieving cornmernorative integrity, i.e., the
reporting of effort (inputs to the Parks Canada prograrn), performance (outputs nom the prograrn),

-

and efficiency (an output-input ratio). The SOP reports on effectiveness (outcornes desùed results
of the program).
Table 10. State of Protected Heritage Amas Report
Content

Rcsponsibility and Purpose

Frequency

-

-

-

-

number of parks, sites and marine conservation
areas cstablished
state and condition of heritage assets and
resources
level of achievement of ecological and
commemorative integrity
success in carrying out management plans
clientlstakehoIder satisfaçtion and awareness
change in attitude and action toward heritage
protection/preservationindicators
visitation numbers and trends
success of outreach programs
related financial information

-

Chief Executive Oficer
prepares
The Minister approves
information for Parliament and
public

biannual
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2.7

Summary and Discussion

Commemorative integrity is the primary goal in ali things done at a national historic site. A site
retains integrity when the site's inherent values and nationai significance are conveyed effectively
and in peipetuity through a program of protection and presentation. The loss of knowledge and sense
of place, and the increasing inability to convey knowledge results in a loss of site commemorative
integrity. Parks Canada should, according to policy, measure its performance accordingto how well
the goal of cornmernorative integrity for an individual nationai historic site is attained: through

minllnizingthreats and impairment to resources; through providing a quality visitor experience and
platForm for leaming and understanding, and through applying the principles and practice of Parks
Canada's Cuftural Resource Management Policy. If results toward integrity are not king achieved,
then the site's management program need review and possibly change.

Commemorative integrity itself, however, Table 11. Summay of Parlu Canada's
cannot be meamred. A range of objectives and

-Performance Management "System".
-

integrity must be used (Table 11). While the

the site, the site management planning
program is the appropriate stage for defining

meanin@ indicators and standards, targets
ancilor performance expectations. The reason
for this is tbat management pîanning is a program
of alternative program choices that considers

.

-

integrity objectives based on historic values of

measurable objectives, complete with

....

Park Canada Performance Management
Objectives
- to determine the extent to which objectives
have been met
to compare current results with results
obtained in the past
- to identiQ ways to improve future
performance and to fix existing problems to
ensure accountability for the use of public
money

indicators inferential of commemorative
CIS is the venue for defining commemorative

.

Performance Management process includes:
- program goals and objectives
- a representative mix of performance indicators
and measures
- benchrnarks, standards, trends, used to
evaluate program performance.
L

multiple politicai and social reaiities through public and stakeholder consultations. Management
planning incorporatespolicy based, researched and analyzed recommendations with social, political

an economicrealities to provide a framework of decision-making for site managers (cf. Feick 1996).
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Choices of targets are based on more than historic values and technical choices. Defining targets is

a management choice best made through a planning context of making infonned choices and

building buy-in of staff, stakeholden. and the public.

D e M g measurable objectives in management plans, i.e., indicators and targets, standards, or
performance measures, will serve the following purposes:

b

identiQing monitoring and evaluation requirements for the site's business
plan;
facilitating annual reporting of management performance for auditing
purposes;

b

facilitating State of Protected Heritage Areas Reporting of the site; and

b

facilitating the mandatory five-year review of the management plan for
efficiency and effectiveness of ensuring mandate.
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CHAPTER 3

THE PLANNING AND PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT PROCESSES
IN TRE UNITED STATES NATIONAL PARK SERVICE:
A COMPALUSON
3.0

Introduction

The United States National Park Service is currently revising its management planning processes
in response to several factors, but most notably in response to the Government Performance und
Results Act of 1993. While Parks Canada is at an initial point of revising its management planning

process and redefining the relationship of management plans to other accountability documents, the

National Park Service appears to be m e r dong in its transition in park management planning.
Because of the evident similarities in how management planning is being perceived for national
parks and sites in Canada and United States, a review of the American mode1 is provided here to
substantiate the identification and placement of measutable objectives in management plans.

3.1

Transition in Management Planning

Management planning has changed fiom designing master development plans, to preparing
comprehensiveaction plans, to the current concept of management plans as frameworks for decision
making (Table 12) (Department of the Interior 1999). Planning has changed in response to factors
including, but not limited to:

issues being more cornplex, intertwiaed and global in nature demanding
more hovative and collaborative decision making;
obsolescence of long-tenn development plans in a quickly changing world;
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delegated authorities to the park and site level. The plan aeeds to be less
prescnptive, action-oriented and more policyaiented to guide site-specinc
decision-making; and
the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993 requires agencies to
be accountable for results.

Table 12. Changes in Management Planning: Uniteà States National Park Service
(adapted from Department of the Intenor 1999).
Master Plan
(1960s 1970s)

-

+

Comprehensive Action Plan
(1970s 1980s) 4

-

Decision-Making Framework
(1 990s)

focuses on concept, design, focuses on actions and
and comprehensive site
presumed impacts (e.g.,
development
managing for impacts from
introduced facilities and
services, limits of acceptable
change, visitor activity
management)

focuses on results and
commitments to achieving
hem (i.e., emphasis on
program outcornes, not just
program inputs and outputs)

assumes predictability (i.e.,
al1 issues can be addressed
through comprehensive
approach)

assumes predictability (i.e.,
cause and effect relationships
assumed, linear modeling of
impacts, limited recognition
of cumulative impacts)

assumes unpredictability
(recognizes management
must be adaptive, that
decisions may be based on
incomplete knowledge and
uncertain consequences)

looks intemaily (answers
and approaches sought
fiom within the
organization and within the
park boundary)

looks intemally (answers and
approaches sought fiom
within the organization and
within the park boundary)

looks both intemally and
extemally to achieve results
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The National Park Semce Planning

3.2

Generai Management Plan

L-rJ

Framework
The documents, and their hierarchy, which
represent the management planning process are
illustrated in Figure 13.

The "Eight Steps" Performance Management
Process (National Parks SeMce 1997: 67),
developed in respmse to the Governinent
Performance und Results Act relates to this
planning process, as follows:

Strategic Plan

* Implemcntation Plan
j

I
Annual Performance Report

Figure 13. National Park Service Planning
Documents
-

- -

Management Planning Process
NPS = National Park Service
PC = Parks Canada

-

NPS General Management Plan
PC - Commemorative Intep-ty
Statement (Br Management Plan for goals
other than commemorative integrity)

Performance Management Process
(see Table 13 for details on each step)
Step l : review NPS service wide legislation, mission
statement and strategic plan (comparable to Parks
Canada's Corporate Plan);
Step 2: establish the mission of the specific park
Step 3: develop park mission goals

-

NPS Strategic Plan (Br Implementation
Plans)
PC Management Plan (& Sub-activity
Plans)

-

NPS - Annual Performance Plan
PC

- Business Plan

plan implementation

-

N P S Annual Performance Report
PC

Step 4: determine long term goals
Step 5: assess resources
Step 6: develop the annual performance plan

Step 7: implement the annual performance plan
Step 8: develop the annual performance report.

- Annuai Report
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The "EightSteps"process is the guide to developing goals and repurting on progress toward meeting

-

them the essence of perfomaiiîz management. The process uses a 'why, what, and how' model"
(Table 13) (National Park Service 1997: 6 1).

Table 13. National Park Service Pedormance Management Process (adapted fiom National Park
Service 1997: 67). As used here, parks are units of the national park çystern; programs are either formal
partnership programs or NPS centrai offices. Terms such as goals and objectives are as used by the NPS, not as
used in this study.
Why do we want to accomplish something?

STEP 1. Review NPS service wide legislrrtioa, mission statement, and strategic plan
Review the Organic Act and subsequent NPS legislation and the service wide mission and mission goals fiom the
NPS strategic plan, NPS Mission Goal Categories:
1. Preserve park resources,

II. Provide for the public enjoyrnent and visitor experiences of parks.
III. Perpetuate heritage resources and enhance recreational opportunities managed by partners.
IV. Enswe organizational effectiveness.
-

--

- -- -

-

STEP 2. Establish the mission of the specific park or partnership program - its purpose and significance.
'Purpose' States the specific reasons the park or national assistance program was established. 'Significance'
describes a park's or partnership's distinctive natural, cultural or recreational resources or values, why they are
important within a national or international context, and why they contribute to the purpose of the prirk or
program. Together, they are a park's or program's mission.
What do we wsnt to accomplish?

STEP 3. Develop park or program mission goals
Mission goals represent the ideal condition the NPS wants to attsiin or maintain. They must reflect the NPS
service wide mission goals (step 1) and elaborate the particular purpose and significance of the park or program
(step 2). These goals should focus on results, not efforts, on conditions not strategies. They should be expressed
in ternis of desired fiiture conditions: "What would success look like?" Most NPS goals relate directly to resource
conditions and visitor/public experience. Al1 parkfprograrn mission goals must cleariy relate to the service wide
mission goals. Mission goals are neither qumtified nor have tirne limits.

STEP 4. Determine long-term goals
Long-term performance goals are the outcornes to be achieved over the fiiture, typically 5 years (range, 3- 20
years). Tiering off mission goals and complements to them, long-term goals must describe results, not efforts,
and be stated as desired fiiture conditions. NPS Long term goals incorporate performance measures in them with
clear quantified target levels of accomplishment and comptetion dates (By 2002, X% ...).
Long-term goals incorporate the appropriate measures of perfonnance in them. Outcome measures should k
used unless there is truly no alternative; any output measures used must be closely Iuiked to the goals.
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STEP 5. Assess Reaources: detemine status of resoutces and visitor services and availability of fiscal and
human resources.
Assess the condition of the parklprogram resources (naturai, cultural, recreationd) to be preserved and the
visitor/public services available now. Assess the availability of fiscal and human resources (inputs) and their
utilization, constraints and prospects for change. This analysis will help develop resource baselines and realistic
goals and help prioritize the outputs (the prducts and services) needed to achieve the goals.

How do we accompkb k?
STEP 6. ûevelop the annual performance plan that includes the (a) annual goals and (bj the annual work
plan, the inputs and outputs needed to achieve the goals.

Step 6 breaks the long-term focus of Step 4 into annual increments and specifies the actions and resources
needed. The annual performance plan links outcorne-related petformance goals to specific ourputs and inputs fot
a single year. Note chat the annual performance plan deals with both "whats" and "hows" by identiwing the
annual goals and the activities required to accomplish them.
Outcome-related goab: Annual performance goals should be stated so that their relationship with the long-term
goals in step 4 is clear. Steps 5 and 6 identiw how much of a goal can reasonably be accomplished in one year.
Inputs and outputs: The outputs are the products and services and activities required to achieve the annual goal.
The inputs identiQ the fiscal and hwnan resources required to produce those outputs.
STEP 7. tmplement the Annual Performance Plan
Parkdprograms receive budget allocations and update annual performance goals to reflect available E and full
t h e equivalent staff.
Parkdprogtams implement the annual performance plans during the year.

Feedback: did we accomplish whrt we intcndeâ?
- -

- - -

-

STEP 8. Develop the annual performance report
Monitor performance toward goals using performance measures at appropriate intervals throughout the year.
Evaluate results by cornparhg accomplishments with goals. Adjust subsequent annual goals, work plans, and
long-term goals as necessary. Report results using the performance measures that best indicate performance
locally and, in the aggregate, service wide to inform the public about the National Park Service. Performance
information should help improve management capability, budget formulation, and public satisfaction.
A NOTE: Using this ptocess and developing goals and their associated performance measures are tmly an

-

iterative processes while each step buitds on the previous one, it is important to go back and refine the earlier
steps. Most groups fmd that the eight steps work best in the order presented here but often move back and forth.
Having the steps available side-by-side helps.
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3.3

Discussion: Measunbiiity in Management Pians

The above review of the evolvingplanning and perfomüuicemanagement process fiom the National

Park Service cornborates prior discussion in Section 2.6.2.1 and 2.7 that selections of Wcaton,
targets, standards,and performance measures are appropriately conducted at the stage of planning.

This is the stage when management resource capabilities are assessed (Step 5) for what can be
realistically accomplished within a reasonable period.

The Strategic Plan as the key guiding

document for delivering results for a site over the long term (Le., typically five years) must
"incorporate performance measures

... with clear quantified target levels of accomplishmentand

completion dates" (National Park SeMce 1997: 67).
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CEAPTER 4
MEASURABILITY FOR COMMEMORATIVE3 INTEGRITY

IN RECENT NATIONAL, HISTORIC SITES MANAGEMENT PLANS

Chapters 2 and 3 have documented the evolving concept of management plans as accountability
tools. The purpose ofthis chapter is to evaiuate whether management plans produced in the last five
years are building measurability in them. This information will be used as a benchmark for
evaluating the effectiveness of the Prince of Wales Fort Management Plan as an accountability tool
and how it may be improved for this purpose.

A content analysis was done of national historic sites management plans prepared afier the

introduction of comrnemorative integrity as the goal for national historic sites, Le., after 1994. The
seven management plans reviewed (excluding Prince of Wales Fort, see Chapter 5) are:
Fort Langley, British Columbia;
w

Arvia'juaq, Nunavut Temtory;

b

Batoche, Saskatchewan;
Lower Fort Garry, Manitoba;

b

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario;

b

Hamilton Waterworks, Ontario; and

b

Fort Beauséjour and Fort Gaspereaw, New Brunswick.
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The analysis identified whether the desued state of commemorative integrity versus actuai state is
described, if measurable objectives to achieving integrity are dehed, and, if evaluation and

monitoring strategiesare identified. The content analysis was of latent content, Le., the underlying
meaning, comprehension, and applicationsof these concepts in the management plan (Babbie 1998:
3 13). The findings are presented below.

4.1.1 Fort Laiigley Management Plan

Fort Langley is located on the south bank of the Fraser River, 40 km east of Vancouver near the
town of Langley, British Columbia. It was designated a national historic site in 1923 and
cornrnemorates the maritime and interior fur trade activitiesof the Hudson's Bay Company west of
the Rockies. The site management plan was approved in 1995(CanadianHeritage 1995~).

State of Commemorative
Integrity

Evaluation and Monitoring
Guidelines

Content Analysis

The concept is applied. The
cultural resources and
values to be protected and
presented and the
objectives identified in the
CIS, representing the
desired state, are identified.
An evaluation is made of
the actual state of site
integrity.

The objectives in the CIS for Fort
Langley are the "indicators" of
commemorative integrity
(Canadian Heritage 199%: 10-13).
There are 27 objectives or
indicators. One objective, for
example, is "the historic place is
safeguarded when the historic
features of the site's sethg are
respected and revealed". \Hhile
the objectives point to what should
be measured or observed, there is
no identification of what is an
acceptable achievement of
objective.

The indicators provide an
objectivesriented means
of evaluation, but without
targets or performance
measures do not provide an
indication of satisfactory
achievement.
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4 . 1 Awia'juaq Conservation Report
Arvia'juaq is a national historie site owned and managed by the community of Arviat in the Nunavut
Tenitory. To be eligible for Parks Canada h d i n g the community had a Conservation Report
prepared which includes objectives and strategies for ensuring site cornmernorative integrity

(Canadian Heritage 199749.

State of Cornmernorative
Integriîy

Evaluation and Monitoring
Guidelines

Culturai resources and their
values to be protected and
presented are identified.
Objectives to achieve
integrity are specifically
identified. There is,
however, no reference to
the site's current state or
what is necessary in the
face of current conditions
and potential changes to
the site to ensure integrity.

Recommendations focus primarily Evaluation and monitoring
on the protection of archaeological are restricted to protection
resources fiom development and
objectives. There are no
visitor impacts.
provisions for evaluating
presentation objectives.
Evaluation and monitoring
objectives for protection
are not focused on success
or failure of canying out
actions in a conservation
plan, but relate to
identifjing
unforeseen/unknown
impacts fiom developing
the site for visitation.
There is no indication as to
if or how overall site
integrity will be evaiuated.

Content Analysis
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4.13 Batoche Management Plan
Batoche is located 88 km northeast of Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, on the east bank of the South

Saskatchewan River. It was designated a national historic site in 1923. The site cornmernorates
events leading to and resulting in the Battle of Batoche in May 1885. The management plan for the

site was completed in 1997 (Canadian Heritage 1997d).

State of
Commemorative
Integrity

Evaluation and Monitoring
Guidelines

Content Analysis

Cultural resources and
their values to be
protected and presented
to the public are
identified. Objectives to
achieve integrity are
specifically identified.
There is some reference
to the current state of the
site and what areas need
to be addressed to ensure
integrity.

The Batoche management plan states, "It
is imperative that not only the threats that
may impair or threaten integrity of the
site are monitored regularly, but also
those management actions as identified
in this management plan -- are evaluated
to ensure desired results are being
achieved and, if not, are adapted,
modified or ceased. The management
plan acknowledges that monitoring and
evaluation of presentation and protection
practices by Parks Canada and its
partners are an integral part of site
management" (Canadian Heritage 1997d:
4). The plan further states, "heritage
presentation will be monitored and
evaluated on an ongoing basis to ensure
that Parks Canada and its partners are
effectively communicating the reasons
for Batcçhe's importance to the public . ..
The Client Satisfaction Survey is one
means already in place for monitoring
and evaluating heritage presentation.
Other means of evaluation (e.g., focus
groups, peer reviewlauditing) will be
developed and carried out regularly"
(Canadian Heritage 1997d: 30). Criteria
are provided for the evaluation of the
current audio-visual program and exhibit
based upon the site's commemorative
integrity.

Both heritage presentation
and protection elements of
commemorative integrity
will be subject to evaluation.
The plan recognizes the
integral role of evaluation
and monitoring in the
management (decisionmaking) of the site. There is
some articulation of criteria
for evaluation and
instruments for
measurernent, but no
descriptions of what
objectives are key to
cornmernorative integrity.

-
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4.1.4

Lower Fort Garry Management Plan

Lower Fort Gany is located 6.5 km south of Sellcirk, Manitoba, on the west bank of the Red River.
It was designated a national historic site in 1950. It commemorates Lower Fort Garry's role as a

major transportation and administrative centre in the nineteenth century fur trade. The site
management plan was approved in 1994 (Canadian Heritage 1994~).

State of Commemorative
Integrity

Evaluation and Monitoring
G uidelines

Content Analysh

Commemorative integrity
is referred to.
Identifications of values
associated with integrity
are not apparent. There was
no Commemorative
Integrity Statement for
Lower Fort Gany at the
time of preparing the
management plan. Neither
the ideal nor the current
date of integrity is
articulated.

Monitoring is associated with
environmental impact assessments
associated with visitor service and
site development prograrns.

Monitoring is a reactive
process, rather than a
planning and decisionmaking process. There is
no suggestion of what level
of change is acceptable,
nor what should happen if
there are impacts. There is
no reference to evaluating
heritage presentation in the
Lower Fort Garry
Management Plan.
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4.1.5

Sault Ste. Marie Management Plan

The Sault Ste Marie Canai in Ontario was designated nationally significaat in 1988. It
commemorates the historical role of the canal as a vital link in the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River
shipping system. A working dnift of the plan was used for this analysis (Canadian Heritage ad.).

State of Cornmernorative
integrity

Evafuation and Monitoring
Guidelines

Content AnalysW

The concept is applied.
Heritage values and
resources to be protected
and presented are
identified. The existing
state of the site is not
descllbed.

The oniy reference to monitoring
concerns construction and
maintenance work and the detecting
impacts on archaeological
resowces.

Application of monitoring
and evaluation is similar
to the Lower Fort Garry
Management Plan. It is a
reactive mitigation
process rather than
planning and decisionmaking process. The plan
does not provide direction
as to acceptable level of
impact, and there are no
evaluation processes
identified for heritage
presentation.
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4.1.6 Hamilton Waterworks Conservation Reporî
Hamilton Waterworks in Hamilton, Ontario, is a national historic site owned and maaaged by the
Hamilton Museum of Steam and Technology. To be eligible for Parks Canada fiinding, the museum
prepared a Conservation Report that includes objectives and strategies for ensuring site
cornmernorative integrity (Hamilton Museum of Steam and Technology 1997).

Evaluation and Monitoring
Commemorative
G
uidelines
Integrity Assessrnent
The concept is
applied. Resources
and their vaiues to be
protected and
presented to the public
are identified.
Condition of the
integrity of individual
resources is described.

"Although outside the mandate of this
report, evaluation procedures and
outcomes must be developed for the
Presentation Program. As part of the
museuai's ongoing operations, such
procedures will be developed to ensure
that the presentation objectives are king
met. Evaluation will distinguish
between evaluating the program and the
visitor. Although linked, the former
incorporates a broder set of criteria
than the latter. . . The leaming
evaluation will be in a rubric that
matches key messages with the leaming
needs of different audiences. Each
section of the nibric will describe a
visitor who bas achieved the leaming
objective. The Guidelines for Pre~arinp;
Commemorative Intemitv Statements
has provided a checklist of indicators for
the evaluation of the effectiveness of the
[program] delivery of national historic
sites' messages. This check list can be
formulated as a series of yeslno
statements that may be used to guide
remediationN(HamiltonMuseum 1997:
67)-

Content Analysis
This management plan
stands out as an exarnple
of setting strategic
direction for program
evaluation. Fht, there is
particular attention paid to
evaluating heritage
presentation. Second, it
distinguishes evaluation
of outcomes (leaniing)
fiom program delivery. In
this respect it provides a
basis for more
comprehensive evaluation
of the site's heritage
presentation than is
shown in other
management and
conservation plans.
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4.1.7

Fort BeausCjour and Fort Gupereaux Management Plan

Fort Beausejour and Fort Gaspeieaw are located at Aulac and Port Elgin, New Brunswick,
respectively. Both were designated national historic sites in 1920. The forts are commemorated for
their roles in the riv*

between England and France in the period fiom 1716 to 1763. The

management plan was approved in 1996 (Canadian Heritage 1996).

Commemorative
Integrity Assessrnent

Evaluation and Monitoring
Guidelines

Content Analysis

The concept is referenced.
The individual cultural
resources to be protected
and presented are
identified. There is no
description of the desired
or actual state of site
integriîy.

W e are no references to evaluating
the integrity through a planned
program of monitoring. Rather than
evaluating output or outcome from
carrying out the management plan, a
major means of measuring
achievement of cornmernorative
integrity will be through "the
preparation and implementation of
an interpretation plan" (Canadian
Heritage 1996: 30). The plan states
that "work is currently underway to
develop standard national indicators
for commemorative integrity that
will apply to al1 sites. Once
developed, these indicators will
become part of the plan1'(Canadian
Heritage 1996: 3 1).

The management plan
does not provide
direction for evaluating
the state of the site,
beyond carrying out of
the plan (measure of
proinput). The
work "cunently
undenvay" is the
Guidelines for Pre~aring
Commemorative
Intemity Statements
developed in response to
this management
planning program.
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4.21

Commemorative Iatcgrity

W e al1seven management and conservation plans identified specific cultural resources important
to their site's commemorative integrity, it was not as apparent what particular historic values and
cultural resources were specifically important to maintah commemorative integrity. Without
speclfying these values, the identitkation of objectives and indicators and the evaluation of
impahent to integrity cannot be properly documented.
Few of the management plans summarize the current state of the site's integrity as to resource
conditions, known or potential site threats, or the strengths and weaknesses of the site's cunent
program offerings. Without this situationai analysis, envisionhg whether canying out the
management plan will improve the site in critical areas is problernatic. Except Batoche, none of the
management plans referred to the assessments of commemorative integrity made in the 1990 and
1994 State of the Parks Report. Considering the main objective of national historic management
plans - to set strategic direction for ensuring commemorative integrity - the cornparison of ideal
versus actuai state of integrity is apparently a shortcorning in the sampled site management plans.
4.2.2

Evaluation and Monitoring

The following points summarize the content of evaluation and monitoring guidelines in the sampled
national historic site management plans:

b

evaluation and monitoring for cornmernorative integrity are largely limited
to heritage protection, and not heritage presentationobjectives. The Hamilton
Waterworks conservation report stands out as the best example of providing
for evaluation processes in carrying out heritage presentation;
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monitoring profor protecting heritage resources are largely reactionbased. They are designed to observe for impacts while proare king
carried out. Designed to "watch for" the uokaown, most monitoring activities
identified in management plans are focused on identifying and mitigating
impacts on unknown archaeological resources;
b

there is too Little description of monitoring purpose and objectives to infer
evaluation and monitoring processes when the management plan is
Mplemented. In this respect the management plans do not provide adequate
direction for establishing monitoring programs as tools in managing the site;
and

b

with few exceptions(notably Hamilton Waterworks and Batoche), there is no
connection established between monitoring and decision-making processes.

These points raise a major concem

-

hadequate attention to evaluating management plan

implementation and its outcomes. "Unfiortunately, when an evaluation system is not in place,
evaluations often are done as a result of crisis rather than as part of the overall organization's plan
for improvernent and accountability" (Henderson 1995: 63). Management plans should have
monitoring and evaluation requirements 'built in', operationalizingevaluationas part of the day-today managing of the site. A cursory examination of the Prince Edward Island National Park

(Canadian Heritage I W8b) and BanffNational Park (Canadian Heritage 1997a) Management Plans
identified therein the presence of and the role for monitoring and evaluation of ecological integrity.
Both plans provide sufficient informationand rationale for ecological integrity monitoring programs.
Additionally, these two national park management plans prescribe that monitoring will be part of
the information gathering and decision-making process for park management. Similar statements

of purpose and objective for evaluation and monitoring should be stated in national historic sites
management plans.
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CHAPTER 5
PRINCE OF WALES FORT MANAGEMENT PLAN:
CASE STUDY EVALUATION

The main purpose of this study is to evaluate the PWF management plan as an accountability tool

for commemorative integrity. Specifically, the saidy will, as stated in the Shidy Objective (1.3):
identiQ whether the PWF management pian provides objectives and
sufficient indicatoa and targets, standards andlor perfomüuice measures to
facilitate the evaluation of the state of PWF's commemorative integrity; and
recomrnend where indicators a d o r targets are needed to improve the
management plan as a site management accountability tool.
This chapter addresses both objectives, the first by content analysis of the PWF management plan,
and the second by suggesting how measurability for evaluating commemorative integrity can be
restated using existing objectives in the management plan. It was found that aithough terms
associated with performance rneasurement and evaluation were not a common feature of the
management plan, there are examples where means to evaluate management strategies are outlined

in the management ?lm. The cannon conservation is a case in point. There are also examples,
however, where the management plan could have provided performance targets based on available
information. Setting performance targets for visitor understanding, based on previous years' visitor
exit surveys is an example of this.

The PWF management plan was completed in 1997 although it has yet to be approved and tabled

in Parliament. Nonetheless, the plan serves to guide management of PWF at this tirne. The Vision
Statement in the plan summarizes what the intended outcorne of the site should be:
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This vision statement describes what P W shouid be like in tifteen
years. It sets out ideals that Parks Canada and its partners must strive
to achieve.

The Canridian public recognizes the role PWF has in nurturing a
sense of Canadian identity and supports Parks Canada in its
protection and presentation to a nationai and international audience.
Al1 visitors to Churchill arrive with an awareness of the reasons for
PWF's national significaace. In planning their trip they consider the
human history of PWF and the Churchill area as part of their ecotourism experience.
Every visitor to Churchill has the opportunity (dependent on seasonal
weather) to visit PWF,in a safe manner, and gain an understanding
and appreciation of the 18th cenhuy French - English rivalry for the
territory and resources of Hudson Bay and the architecturai
significance of the Fort.
Al1 cultural resources at PWF are protected and presented according
to the principles of value, public benefit, understanding, respect, and
integrity. Maintenance, monitoring, and minimum interventions of
the Fort wails and cannon have ensured that these cultural resources
are conserved in a cost effective manner and without detriment to
their historic values.

The cornmunity of Churchill actively supports PWF.Tour operators
and other businesses will be involved in the delivery of messages and
complementary services for PWF. Parks Canada manages PWF,
ensuring that the site's heritage experience is in keeping with
standards for a National Histonc Site (Canadian Heritage 199ïb: 11).

The Vision Statement itself provides masures including the fifieen-year period, the reference to
national historic standards (aithough no such prescribed standards for visitor services exist), costeffectiveness in conservation, and protecting all culnual resources according to cultural resource

management principles. However, many objectives in the management plan, including the key
objectives cited in 1.5.2, are actions unconnected to outcomes. Whüe one may debate the wording
of objectives as a fiivolous debate of semantics, a clear statement of reiationship between
results/outcomes, objectives, and actions, is necessary to ensure that those who enact the
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management plan and those who make decisions understand the relationship between the tangible
action and the intangible goal. Othedse, the result is lost in the action, process becomes the
justification for what is done, and we are mi farther ahead in the quest of managing for results.
Management plans are supposed to be a product of agreement and understanding. As such, staffand
stakeholders who participate in the management p l d g process recognize and agree to how
objectives serve to meet the goal of commemorative integrity.
5.1.1

Content Analysis

A key word search was done of the PWF management plan to find references to the following root

words: 'goal', 'objective', 'indicator' ,'target', 'standard', 'performance', 'monitor' ,and 'evaluate' .
No manifest analysis, i.e., word counts, was done since no counts were done of other management
plans to help a benchmark cornparison of management plans. The interest of this study was more in
how terms were defined and used (latent analysis). While these terms appear most commonly in the
evaluation literature and in Parks Canada performance measwement documents (e.g., Parks Canada

1 M b ) , evaluation concepts appear in the management plan without ushg these terms. The cannon
conservation program is a case in point. The results follow.

5.1,l.I Goal
Only one reference to a goal was cited in the management plan, as follows: "Thelong term goal is
for licensed third parties to assume a role in providing guided tours at the Fort." In fact, this
statement is more appropriately an objective, according to the definitions in Chapter 2. The P W
management plan does not specifically state that cornmernorative integrity is the goal for PWF.
However, the plan does state that commemorative integrity "foms the primary accountability
fiamework for how Park Canada will evaluate how well it is managing PWF" (Canadian Hentage

1997b: 3). The plan is "comprised of various site-specific policies, management actions, and
additional planning requirements, in support of ensuring commemorative integrity and quality

service to clients ... " (Canadian Heritage 1997b: 11).
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These objectives, however, are not described as results or outcome to be achieved. For example,
what is the wall stabilization objective? The management plan describes the process to stabilize the
wall, Le., minimal intervention, maintenance, and monitoring, but does not describe what state
stabilization should be (what is an acceptable limit of change). The management plan should provide
a measure of what change, if any, can be permitted in the walls either due to impairment or
treatment.

No specific indicators are identified in the PWF management plan. The plan States that developing
carrying capacities for the site may be necessary based on measurable indicatoa and to monitor
incipient change to resource conditions through indicaton.
5.1.1.4 Target, Standard and Performance

The only reference to targets is about "target audiences" and does not refer to the type of target
discussed in this study.
There are two references to standards in the management plan. The first reference is to the need for
tour group size (numbers in group) to be evaluated based on visitor safety and level of visitor
satisfaction (social carrying capacity, ability to receive information and instructions relative to a
visitodguide ratio). The plan does not specie the standard, i.e., group sue, but suggests criteria by

which to set the standard.
The second reference to standard is the recomrnendation that third parties providing tours at Sloop
Cove that would meet Parks Canada's standards. This statement, however, is unsupported, since
there are no accepted Parks Canada standards at this tirne for providing visitor services and heritage
programs.
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There are several references to monitoring the performance of third parties in s e ~ c delivery
e
(includingheritage presentation). There is, however, no reference to either indicators or performance
levels by which judgernents would be made.
5.1.1J Evaluate und Monitor

Cornmernorative integrity is not necessarily a fixed state that, once
attained, is held constant. A site's "health and wholeness" is subject
to extemal pressures (physical, biological, economic, social) and
intemal actions (policy and management). It is imperative that not
only the threats that may impair or threaten integrity of the site are
monitored on an ongoing basis, but also those management actions
for heritage presentation and protection - as identified in the
management plan -- are monitored to ensure the desired results are
being achieved and, if not, are adapted, modified or discontinued.
The management plan acknowledges that monitoring and evaluation
of presentation and protection practices by Parks Canada and its
partners are n integral part of PWF's management (Canadian Heritage
1997b:3).
'Evaiuate' and 'monitor' are used extensively, variously and interchangeably in the management
plan. Most of the references are to evaiuating impacts fiom management actions (impact
monitoring), threat-specific monitoring (for example, measuring moisture in the walis), and whether
methods of resource treatment or heritage presentation are meeting objectives(formative evaluation,
for example, of conservation treatrnent on cannon corrosion).
5J.2

Cannon Conservation: A Means to Evaluate

The cannon conservationapproach in the PWF plan does include means to measure whether integrity
objectives are king achieved. Two different treatments will be applied for a five-year period on
different cannon. Other cannon will remain untreated and a comparison of corrosion rates will be
made between the sets of treated and untreated cannon. "The condition of the treated camon will
be surveyed for five years, followed by a decision on whether to treat al1 of the cannon, depending
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on the success of the conservation treatments and need based on forecasted corrosion rates"

(CanadianHeritage 199%: 38). "Acorrosion rate monitoring stationhas been establishedat the site.

In 1996metai coupons were placed in a rack mounted on the kiosk roof and will be left there for up
provide rates of corrosion for both long- and short-term
to 30 years. Weight loss of the coupons WU
exposures. Resultswill provide sound informationon which to base decisions on the best approaches
to stabilizing the cannon. A regular cornmitment to this monitoring programme will be made in
PWF's business plan" (Canadian Heritage 1997b:38-9). The cannon conservationprogram specifies
the key indicator as rate of corrosion. The target is not specified. However, the intent wodd appear
to select the process that reduces the rate of corrosion in relation to the rate estimated fiom the metal
coupons (intemal bench marking). The period on which to make the judgement is specific, i.e., five
years.
5.1.3 Visitor Understanding: The Need for Site-Specific Defined Targets

The 1997 SOP Report suggests that PWF is the only one of eight sampled sites to provide effective
communication on its national significance (see 1.5.3.3 and Appendix B). Several years of vîsitor
surveys, however, suggest otherwise, as to the nurnber of visitors identifiing the messages of

importance in the heritage presentation program. The percentage of visitors responding with an
awareness of PWF's national significance is low. However, PWF's visitors are unique in that they
do not necessarily corne to PWF for the history. As well, most visitors are non-Canadian residents,
which may be a factor of interest in, and knowledge of, Canada's heritage. These issues are
examined herein to iIlustrate the merits of defining site specific targets for visitor understanding as
a measure of integrity. Defining this target is done through the situational analysis of management
planning.
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5.1.3.1 Communicating Prince of Wales Fort's National Signifiante
If the reasons for a site's national historical significance are not effectively communicated to the

--

public, then that site by definition - lacks cornmernorative integrity. "A failure to communicate
the historic value of resources that syrnbolize or represent the site's importance is as much a threat
or impairment as a failure to preserve or protect" (Canadian Heritage 1998a: 67). Heritage
presentation programs, nomially developed in response to and according to management plan
directions, need to be evaluated about whether their design and delivery provide results specified in

Commemorative Integrity Statements.
As detailed in Prince of Wales Fort's CommemorativeIntegrity Statement, the reasons for the site's
national historic significance are effectively communicated to the public when:

b

dl visitoa are presented with and understand the principal messages of
national significance, Le., PWF's role in the 18" century French - English
rivalry for control of the temtory and resources around Hudson Bay, and the
architectural significance of the ruins of PWF;
the geographic and histonc relationships of the site to the larger environment,
i.e., the Hudson Bay western coast and West Peninsula, the local fur trade
and Rupertsland and the global context of the French - English rivalry, are
communicated to the visitor to provide the wider context for understanding
the significance of the site;

b

the public undentandsthe reasons for the establishment of PWF,the presence
of the English and the French in Hudson Bay, the role of the fur trade and its
participants; and

b

the public understands the consequences of this penod of history on the
history of western and northem Canada and on Canada as a whole, including
the lasting effects on the original inhabitants.
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A detailed heritage questionnaire was tilled out by site staff fiom the eight national historic sites

sampled in the 1997SOP Report (see Appenduc B). The results of the survey regardingeffectiveness
of communications (see Table B-1) were that:
Four of the eight sites have serious problems in this category, three
others have impahents, and the overall rating is good for one site
Fort Prince of Wales]. The prevalence of red ratings is the most
striking aspect of this section of the table, particularly under the
"national significance" indicator. Given that two critical indicators in
this section have been left blank (ParksCanada does not yet have the
information required to report on "effectiveness of media" and
"audienceunderstanding"), the situation may be worse than reported
(Canadian Hentage 1998a: 67).
Prince of Wales Fort received good, effective ratings for the content and method of communication
as suggested fiom the questions asked of the site's heritage presentation program and as evaluated
by site staff. Generally, the questions asked were fomulated from best management practices

identified fiom Parks Canada policies. As such, these questions/indicators are input measures of
heritage presentation, not measures of output or outcome (which would have been, for example,
"audience understanding").

The 1995 Churchill Visitor study, an exit survey of non-residents, was conducted between July 12
and November 9, 1995 (MacKay and Lamont 1995). The s w e y was undertaken by the Health,

Leisure and Human Performance Research hstitute, University of Manitoba. The s w e y parallels
andcomplementsTourismManitoba's province-wide exit m e y . It provided data for Parks Canada

management planning programs for Prince of Wales Fort National Historic Site and Wapusk
National Park.
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From the intercept survey, a contact list was created of respondents who identified that they had
visited PWF and would be williag to participate in a follow-up telephone UiteMew about their visit
(MacKay and Lamont 1995: 1). An attempt was made to contact al1 82 persons who comprised the

total non-probability sample. Seventy-two i n t e ~ e wwere
s completed.
Two interview questions in particular related to visitor awareness and understanding. The first
concemed what was communicated to the visitor through heritage programming. The second
concemed what they remembered fiom experiencing the site. The first question,

"Reflectingon your visit tu the Prince of Wales Fort, what do you
recul1 being the main theme or message? Are there any other key
messages that you recall? "
had an open-ended answer format. The interviewer categorized responses based on the desired
learning outcornes identified in the CIS and other anticipated responses of visitoa:

- French - English rivalry in the 18'

century

- Inuit history

- stmggle for control of the Hudson Bay

- architecture of the fort

- lifestyles of the fort's occupants
- seizing of the fort by Laperouse (the French)

- Samuel Hearne

- history of Churchill

- native peoples in the fur trade and in exploration
(Matonnabbee)

- polar bears, beluga, migratory buds
- Arctic exploration by Europeans (Munk, Heame, Button)
No more than three messages were recorded per interviewee, one of which was the main message

as identified by the respondent.
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The second question,
"IYhatwouldyou say was the main thing that you rememberedfiom
your visit to the Prince of Wules Fort? f:
was also an open-ended answer format. Responses were categorized by common themes identified

in the responses themselves. Content arralysis of responses identified themes of 'history', 'conflict',
'constniction and architecture', 'nature', and 'isolation'. "The three most fiequently cited themes
were: lifestyles of the Fort's occupants (17%), architecture of PWF (14%), and Churchill's history

(1 3%)" (MacKay and Lamont 1995: 4).
While the sample was not randornly drawn and therefore cannot be generalized to represent al1
visitors to PWF in 1995, the results do suggest variability in what visiton remembered of PWF
through formal rnessaging and through experiencing the place. Variability in leamhg may be
attributable to factors other than quality or content of message delivery. For example, Churchill
visiton came to the fort for a variety of reasons: some for the history, other to experience the
northem landscape, and others for a whale watching tour. Sixty-three percent of Churchill visitors
surveyed in 1995 are non-residents of Canada (MacKay and Baker 1995: 11); 54% of the phone
respondents lived outside Canada (mostly the United States). This may have a bearing on both
familiarity with Canada's history and interest in the fort's history told in a nation-building context.
Therefore, the indicated problem, low and variable learning of intended messages, may not be
necessarily what is communicated, but a reflection of whom most of the visitors are and what their
motives are, venus Parks Canada's objectives (reception versus delivery). This possibility is
examined later using the 1997 visitor survey resdts (see Section 5.1.3 S).

When asked what was remembered most of their visit to the fort,

. . . ahost one in five visitors explained that the labour-intensive
construction techniques and materials were mernorable, while other
visitors reported that they were amazed that the Fort was so
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authentically maintaineci, and not necessarily restored. Interviewees
also indicated that the 40-foot thickness of the Fort's walls and
tremendous size of the structure made a mernorable impression on
them. Likewise, the cannons, the rooms in the Fort, the b m n terrain,
gun placements, and isolated existence of the inhabitants were
mernorable to many visitors reflected upon the hardships and terrible
isolation that the buiiders and inhabitants must have endured during
the construction and long hard winters al1 those years ago.
Many also mentioned the uselessness and futility of the Fort due to
the fact that a cannon was never fied, and the Fort was never
involved in a conflict. Many visitors also mentioned that they will
remember their tour guide's presentation, as it made the tour
tremendously enjoyable and interesting. The construction technique,
experience and hardships of the inhabitants, in addition to the size
and stature of the Fort were most remarkable to respondents living
outside of Canada (MacKay and Lamont 1995: 6-7).
Evidently, the architecture of the fort leaves the strongest impression on the site visitor; messages
concerning the politicai and econornic context of the lgmcentury fur trade were peripheral.
Conceivably, the sensory expenence of standing on the parapets of this massive fortification on a
barren, unsheltered point of land facing an endless view of Hudson Bay, may overpower other foms
of cognitive learning, such as the spoken word, which Parks Canada uses predominantly at PWF in
delivering its messages (Loomis 1987: 236).

A visitor survey for PWF was conducted fiom Idy to November 1996, by approaching site visitors

at various on-site locations on a random basis (Parks Canada 1997b). Eighty-three questionnaires

were completed. The statistical results of the sample have a 95% confidence interval +/- 11%. This
is a small sample size with a large margin of error. This data should not be used for statistical
cornparisons with other year' idonnation (e.g., trend or time series d y s i s ) o r as aprecise measure
of visitor profile, satisfaction or level of leaming. However, the results still have value as an

indication of visitor response to PWF.
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A series of questions was included to gauge the level of visitor awarenessand understanding of why

P W F is nationally significant. When asked how well Parks Canada conveyed the significance of
PWF, 44% of respondents rated "very good" (when 'no responses' are not included). In "top box"
of satisfaction levels, a tbreshold of 40% is generally recognized as minimum performance measure8
(D. McVetty 1998 pers. Comm.). The results should not be treated as necessarily representative of

site visitors. Many factors, besides the program itself may be influencing the response (e.g., weather
conditions) which could skew a small sample size. Like the 1995 survey, the 1996 survey asked
respondents to identify the reasons for national significance. In 1996, however, the possible
responses were lirnited to multiple choice answen rather than open-ended answers. The result
illustrated a high level of identification of the main reasons for national significance. However, there
was little opportuaity, in the design of the multiple choice answers, to identify an incorrect response.

The 1997on-site visitor survey objectives, the survey instrument, and sampling method were much
the sarne as the 1996 visitor survey, to permit cornparisons over time of visitor profile, satisfaction

level, and message understanding (Parks Canada 1998d).

The nurnber of questionnaires completed was 188, a signifcant Unprovernent to the 1996 survey
though still a small sample. The statistical results have a 95% confidence level +/- 9%, again a large

margin of error.
One question asked respondents,

'"ïopbox theory maintains that the only completely satisfed clients are the one who check the
'topbox' in a survey (e.g., '5' on a scale of 1 to 5). Anything less than the topbox means that there was
something the respondents were dissatisfied with. Top-box theory also advocates that behueen 40%and
60% of scores should land in the topbox if a Company is doing a good job of completely satisfying its
clients"(Park Canada 1999: 6).
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"Howdid we do a&conveying to visitors the historic importance of
this site to Canada?'!
Sixty-nine percent of the responses reported "very good", a much better level of response than
provided by the 83 visitors surveyed in 1996. This question was foiiowed with

"byhat did we convey about the historic importance of this site to
Canada?",
using an open-ended answer format. The multiple-choice answer fonnat of 1996 limited the
survey's potential to identifi variability in messages received by the visitor. With the open-ended
format, categories were derived fiom acnial responses, not fiom expected or supplied responses.
Based on the site's Cornmernorative Integrity Statement, the
responses were broken down into categories . . . . If a respondent
clearly indicated at least one of the key reasons of specific site
significance, it was coded as a 1 (Clear knowledge, understandingj.
If a respondent provided part of one of the key reasons, that was
coded a 2 (Partial knowledge, understanding). A response was rated
as a 3 (No knowledge, little understanding ) if there was no reference,
partial or otherwise, to any of the 3 key reasons (Parks Canada 1998a:
5).

Only 10% of responses (n=82) received a categorization of clear knowledge and understanding of
the site's national significance. Fi@ percent were categorized as partial knowledge, and the
remalliing 40% as haWig no knowledge, or little understanding of the site's national significance.

The 1997 survey data was used to examine the question of whether the indicated low level of
knowledge and understanding (cognitive learning) may be a factor of interest (motive for visiting)
or prior knowledge of the subject. It was assumed that the origin of the visitor may be an indicator
of the latter; i.e., that a non-resident of Canada would be less familiar with background history of

Cm*. Fotty-two percent of the respondents live outside Canada (3 1% being fiom the United
States). A cluster anaiysis was conducted, grouping visitors according to their motives for visiting
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the historic sites in Churchill with the intent
to infer whether PWF visitors were

1

-

OutâoorisULearner

---o
-- Learner

1

predominantly nature-oriented (whalewatchers, etc.) with little to no interest in
human history (Figure 14). The analysis
suggests that although one group is showing
a stronger interest for the outdoorexperience,
bath groups had a simiiar level of interest in

seeing and learning more about nature and
history.
There is no significant difference between
the

two

groups categoiized

as

"outdoorist/learnert' and "learner", as to

Figure 14. Two Type of Visitors Identified by
Clustering Motive Preferences. 5 = strongly
agrees, 1 = strongly disagees. From 1997 Visitor
Survey.

leaming about the significance of PWF
(Table 14). This suggests that there is no significant relationship between motive and cognitive
leaning, such that those seeking an outdoor, nature experience are as likely to have as good as
understanding of PWF's national significance as those seeking a leaming experience.
Understanding was compared with country of origin of the respondents to examine whether nonCanadians may be less receptive to messages of PWF because either of lack of interest, or of
familianty with Canadian history. As can be seen fiom the bar graph in Figure 15, there is littie
difference between those fiom Canada and those from the United States, most of non-Canadian
residents, in ternis of level of understanding. This wouid suggest that residency (and it is presumed
previous limited familiarity with Canadian history) is not a factor in the low level of understanding
of PWF' s messages of cornmernoration.
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Table 14. Crosstabulation of Viitor Motive C h t e r Group by Level o f Undentanding of

Nationai Signifîcance.

5.1.3.6 Summary and Discussion

Three years of visitor surveys suggest that one element of cornmernorative integrity

-

-

effectivecomrnunicationof national significance is not being achieved by reaching a major segment
of site visitors. These surveys, although too small to represent the total population of site visitors,

still are an indicator of success of program outcornes. They may be better performance meamres
of commemorative integrity than those applied in the 1997 State of the Parks Report, which was
essentially an expertise-orientedprofessiondjudgement fonn of evaluation (see Appendix B).
Using the client survey idonnation enables resuits based decision-making using summative
evaluation fkom the point of view of the user (a consumer-oriented evaluation of commemorative
integrity).
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Parks Canada should continue the
visitor survey at PWF on a regular
basis. To rneaswe the success
overtime of new and impmved
heritage programming in delivering
the messages of national importance,

it will be essential to develop and
maintain a record of pre-test and
post-test

I
Cornplete
No AnswerIResponse

measures of visitor

Canada
ûther

I

Innapropriate

Partial

understanding. Developing this

I

information base given the unique

l

features of its visitation compared

Figure 15. Visitor Survey Respondents' Level of
Understanding by Country of Origin. Bars represent

-

4

USA
Missing
---

--

--

with other national historic sites is percentage within respondent ongin (e.g., 22%of Canadians
had a partial understanding. Actual count N=132. From 1997
also key for PWF (Le., a large Visitor Survey.
foreign market and visitor motives

other than learning history). PWF may have to develop targets of understanding independent of the
other historic sites in the Parks Canada program. In other words, interna1 bench marking may not be

an appropriate means of developing communicationtargets for PWF.Given the small samples sizes
of the last three years of surveys, sampiing nurnbers should be increased at this site to provide a
statistically representative sample. These sample sets should then be used to reevaluate questions of
motive and familiarity as factors in understanding messages at PWF.
5.1.4

Fort Wall Stabilization

The walls of Prince of Wales Fort were constnicted by the Hudson's Bay Company over a forty-year
period fiom 1731 to 1771. They were severely damaged by gunpowder charges set in 1782 by a
French naval force that had captured the fort. The fort was then lefi abandoned until the 20h century.
FolIowing its designation as a national historic site in 1923, some reconstruction was done of
damaged and destroyed waiis by the Department of Public Works and the National Historic Sites
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S e ~ c e Some
.
rebuilding and repointing of the walis were done in the 1950s and 1960s. Until
recently, however, maintenance has been limited (Public Works Canada 1998: n.p.).
Structurai investigations of the outer face walls were conducted for hHo decades, recognizllig that

there was instability in sections of the walls. "In 1979, a structural investigation report identSed a
number of problem areas. A monitoring program was initiated in the 1980s to assess the rate of
deterioration and to determine whether the observed stone displacements were progressive. A
monitoringprogram by photogrammetry was performed fiom 1981to 1988, and a geotechnical study
was also performed in 1988 . . ."(hiblic Works Cana& 1988: n. p.). The purpose of the monitoring
program was to record movement in the outer face of the wall to detect stone displacement and
instability in the wall quantitatively (Le., threat-specific monitoring). However, while there was
some continuity in the collection of information to enable t h e series analysis of change, there were
problems in collecting, reporting, and using the monitoring information, including:
no protocol document providing a statement of objectives, rationale and
method for the monitoring program;
minimal involvement of site staff in developing or canying out the
monitoring, thus limiting staffbuy-in to using the data;
inability to re-establish some recording stations fiom year to year afTecting
comparability between some years; and
no timely, mual reporting of data and cornparisons with previous years
results, thus limithg management buy-in to using monitoring results for
decision-making.

In September 1997,Department of Public Works conservationengineen went to PWF to formulate
a monitoring protocol in response to direction given in the management plan. The engineers
observed that the bulge in the outer face of one bastion wall was in an extreme state. The rate of
horizontal movement of some stow on the outer face had increased from 3mm per year as of 1978
to an estimated 25mm per year as of 1997. In October 1997, during a period of strong winds and
heavy min, the bulge section coilapsed, Ieaving adjacent sections of wall susceptible to M e r
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coiiapse in a domino effect (see Figure 5).
One of the management plan recornmendations, behg done at this tirne, is the development of a
conservation strategy for the fort. One bdamental problem at the outset of developing this stnitegy

has k e n reaching agreement on the outcome to be achieved. The management plan states, for
example, that the fort walls are to be stabilized, but specificaliy what does that mean, especially for
the section that collapsed in October 1997 (following the completion of the plan)? Stability is the
target, but for how long, where, and by how much? Are the wooden tmsses instailed in 1998, for

example, an appropriate method of pemanentiy stabilhg the walls or only a temporary method
(see Figure 7)? Until those measures are succhctly dehed, no consensus c m be reached on what
is stabilization (Le., the outcome). These questions would have been best raised in the management
planning context so that community expression and interdiscipllliary considerations could be
incorporated into the determination. Comrnunity values of what are considered suitable targets of
stabilization may differ fiom Parks Canada's values, but need to be addressed nonetheless if there
is to be community support for the approach to the historic site's management.

Assessrnent of service delivery . . . is not new, but linking the
measures, or indicators, to program mission; setting performance
targets; and regularly reporting on the achievement of target levels of
performance are new feahires in the performance measurement
movement . . . (Newcomer 1997: 5).

. . . [Blureaucracy itself is not a homogenous organization but rather
a collection of organizations, each with its own interests,
perspectives, and standard operathg procedures which make arriving
at a unified position difficult. Even within the same department, there
are often decisions dong functional, personal, political and technical
lines" (Howlett and Ramesh 1995: 56-7)
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The above quotes make two important points conceming mesurable objectives in management
plans. Fust, defining targets and linking them to objectives are an integral part of objectivesriented
evaluation. Second, determining and interpreting the meaning of objectives and targets may differ
among those working at a site because of varying f'unctional/professionaland personal viewpoints.

The management plan serves as a process where clearly stated, cornmon objectives and targets have
been reviewed by an in-house, multi-disciplinary team of researchers, operational staff and
managers, and have been subject to stakeholder and public input. The management plan, approved

by the Minister, serves as a set of agreed-upon, and endorsed performance expectations to affect
commemorative integrity. The purpose of evaluation is to make decisions based on systematically
gathering evidence related to a particular purpose or standard for decision-making. Evaluation does
not remove personal judgement fiom decision-making, "but it does provide a constructive bais for
challenging them and putting limits on intrinsic subjectivity" (Loomis 1987: 6). Evaluation requires
a well-defined protocol for collecting, processing, and analyzing data, based on a structured

framework of procedures and methods that include:
defuiing evaluation criteria;
b

collecting evidence or data using some standard descriptive or experimental
design and methods; and

making judgement as conveyed through conclusions and recomrnendations
(Babbie 1998: 354, Hendenon 1995: 4,39).

The key objectives of the management plan, presented in Section 1.5.2 are refomulated in a
"managing for results" framework. By doing so clear comections are made between action, intent,
and reason for mesure (indicator and target). The indicators and targets are examples only based
on the stated objective and action.
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1 PWF Management Plan
The commemorative integrity of the
historic place that is PWF will be
mahtained by:
completing a cultural resource
inventory of Sloop Cove and
Cape Merry;

RecommendedApptuach

Goal: Commemorative Integrity
- resources not impaired or under tiueat
- messages effectively communicated
- values respected in al1 decision-making
Objective:
Indicator(s):
Target:
Key actions:

1.

no cultural resources are impacted or lost by
site usage or development
unanticipated mitigation, loss of unrecorded
resource information
zero human impact to resources, al1 potential
impacts identified in pre-screening
complete cultural resource inventory

-

implementing conservation
strategies for the Fort and the
cannon;

Objective:

Indicator(s):
Target:
Key actions:

the wails of the fort min are rnaintained in
their current forrn and no breeches occur
which may threaten the structural integrity of
the fort
wall movement
zero movement
conservation strategies if wall movements
occur (which is a given)
-

--

rnaintaining monitoring
programs for the Fort walls, the
cannon, and the inscriptions at
Sloop Cove;

Objective:
Indicator(s):
Target:
Key action:

delivering on- and off-site
heritage prograrnming that
effectively conveys messages of
national signiticance and
messages supporting
comrnemorative intent; and

Objective:
Indicator:
Target:
Key action:

- ---

-

natural and human induced threats are
eliminated
loss of cultural resources
reduced rate of loss or impairment from
previous years
monitoring programs for fort walis, cannon
and inscription to identify potential for
loss/impairment
audiences (on and off-site) understand why
PWF is nationally significant
visitor recognition of key messages
improvement from previous years' measures
develop, implement and evaluate heritage
communication strategy
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PWF Management Plan (cont'd)

Recommended Approach (cont'ci)

-

ensuring that Patks Canada and
its partners share the same
values of respect, public
benefit, understanding, and
integrity in the protection and
presentation of PWF and its
cultural resources.

Objective:
Indicator:
Target :
Key actions:

visitors receive quality expenence whatever
the source
visitor satisfaction, visitor understanding
minimum 40% strongly satisfaction with
service offer, improvements from previous
years' measwes
develop, implement, and evaluate heritage
communication strategy that includes 3*
party delivery; provision of information to
tour operators

To enable the identification of suitable indicators and realistic targets, there is a critical need for
collecting information over time conceming changes to the site, in terms of resource conditions and
improvementsto heritage programming. Objective-otiented and management-orientedevaluations9
tend to be done using time series testing, program comparisons (bench marking) and 'before and
after' comparisons (Feick 1996: 45). With these methods there is an expected outcome (target)
prescribed as an Unprovernent fiom the status quo or a reasonable outcome based on known
outcomes from comparable situations. Despite how the target or performance measure is selected,
there is the need for pre-test and post-test data to enable the rate and breadth of change correlated

with the introduction of a management plan initiative. This entails monitoring.
5.2.1

Monitoring
Monitoring provides systematicfeedback on how well management
actions are working and identifies trends in conditions that require
new actions (Hendee, Stankey, and Lucas 1990: 229).

Objectivesriented evaluation is "where the focus is on specifjhg goals and objectives and
detennining the extent to which they have been attained" (Worthen and Sandea 1987: 60) is largely
retrospective and cornparhg outcomes/product before and afler implementation. Management-oriented
evaluation is "where the central concern is on identifjing and meeting the informational needs of
managerial decision-makers" (Worthen and Sanden 1987: 60). It includes more than evaluating
outcomes and products; it includes context evaluation to serve planning (to help define objectives), input
evaluation to serve choice of planning alternatives, and process evaluation to serve implementing of the
plan.
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Monitoring is a f o m of evaluation. Evaluation, however, does not necessarily involve monitoring.
Monitoring is the systematic gathering, comparhg, and evaluation of data for the purposes of
determinhg trends in relation to standards (Hendee, Stankeyand Lucas 1990: 229,53 3; Usher 1991:

26). "Implicit in the rationale for most monitoring activities is a recognition of the potential for
change" by designing a means of detecting the occurrence of change, establishing the direction of
change, and measuring the extent or intensity of change (Heliaweii 1991: 1). The relationship
between survey, surveillance and monitoring is described as follows:

-

Survey an exercise in which a set of qualitative or quantitative
observations are made, usually by means of a standardized
procedure and within a restricted period of tirne, but without any
preconception of what the fidings ought to be (Hellawell199 1:2).
Surveillance - an extended programme of surveys, undertaken in
order to provide a t h e series, to ascertain the variability andlor
range of states or values which might be encountered over t h e (but
again without preconceptions of what these might be) (Hellawell
1991: 2)
Monitoring - intermittent (regular or inegular) surveillance carried
out in order to ascertain the extent of compliance with a
predetermined standard or the degree of deviation fiom an expected
nom (Hellawell 1991:2)
Analysis of monitoring data should aim to separate the three features that contribute to the value of
any individual observation; the effect of a trend (expected change), the efTect of one or more cycles
(regular variation), and the residuai random variations, Le., 'noise' (Usher 199 1:26). Monitoring is

begun for three reasons: assessing the effectiveness of policies and programs (see Table 15);
maintainhg a regdatory fiuiction (auditing performance, compliance, etc.); and detecting 'incipient
change (early w h g monitoring). The main interest herein is monitoring for effectiveness of
program implementation (ensuring commemorativeintegrity). We are also interested in monitoring
for incipient change that codd threaten or impair cultural resources.
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Table 15. When and Where to Monitor for Assessing Program Effectiveness (fiom
Hendee, Stankey, and Lucas 1990: 229).

-

-

conditions were very close to a threshold (minimum acceptable standard) at last
assessment, thereby requiring detailed and timely examination for change
rates of change are expected to be hi@, thereby requiring fiequent data collection and
analysis to identify progress of change
the quality of data conceming change and what is affecthg it is poor, thereby
requiring more reliable and valid data to evaiuate the effects of program
implementation
the understanding of the management effects is poorest (monitoring is done as part of
adaptive management )
unanticipateci 'extemal' changes have occurred which could affect theory or program
failure in implementhg the program

When to terminate a monitoring program (fiom Usher 1991: 30).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-

-

when a criterion is satisfied (expected outcome is met) then the monitoring stops
(recognition of a defmed end point), or
in the course of periodic review of the programme, assess the resources devoted to, and
the benefits derived fiom, monitoring and base decision to continue monitoring on some
form of cost-benefit comparison.

Outcome monitoring uses a range of indicators to measure results. The reporting of indicators may
take the form of a comparative analysis with respect to previous performance (before and af?er

cornparison), the performance of similar programs (bench marhg), the performance of a best case
or standard, ancUor preset targets (Young 1997: 14).
5.2.2

Monitoring Protocol

A monitoring programme imposes discipline to gathering and analyzing data since objectives and

standards are defmed, and direct what is to be monitored. A rnonito~gprotocol provides a
standardized procedure periodically and consistently carried out. The protocol lia goals, the key
objectives associated with each goal, the indicators that should be monitored in relation to each
objective, the data sources for each indicator, the agency/person responsible for collecting the data,
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and temporal and spatial guidelines for collecthg data. The protocol, as a document, helps ensure

that trends c m be studied by ensuring that data, no matter when it was collected or by whorn, can
be compared. Care should be taken not to develop complex m o n i t o ~ gsystems or protocols. Data
collection and anaiysis should be a "meam to an end" and not an dtonsuming activity of its own.
Monitoring should use ody a small number of key indicatoa (Middleton 1994: 36). In summary,
the monitoring protocol should identify:

b

who does the monitoring, who is the monitoring for;

w

what is the purpose of the monitoring;

b

what will be studied;
what methods wili be used;

b

how will data be analyzed; and
how will results be reported.

Except for the actual methodology to be employed (the 4h and 5" bullets), the basic information to
answer these questions should be presented in the management plan to both document and direct the
evaluation processes for implementing the management plan and reporting on plan outcornes.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMhlARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Does the [management] plan provide for a m o n i t o ~ gsystem, using
field measures of indicators ... to detemine if objectives are king
attained to desired standard? How often is monitoring to be done and
how will the data be used? Planning is an organized approach to
setting objectives and deciding what needs to be done to meet them.
The plan is not complete unless it includes provisions for objective
data collection to see if the plan's implementation is working to an
acceptable standard (Hendee, Stankey and Lucas 1990: 2 12).
This question, from a handbook on wilderness management, has been the main issue raised herein
concerning the Prince of Wales Fort National Historic Site management plan. Regardless of whether
a management plan is to guide the resource management and protection of a protected wildemess
area or an historic site, does the management plan lend itself to measuring performance and, by that,

managing and k i n g accountable for resource management outcomes? The three study objectives
are bulleted below dong with a summary statement of observations and results.

w

(1) To document the 'state of the art' of the planning, reporting and
accountability structure for national historic sites, with particular reference
to the relevance of measurable objectives in management plans.

The results of a comprehensive literature review of Parks Canada and United States National Park
Service management planning guidelines, accountability h e w o r k s , and performance management
processes, suggest that the role and content of management plans are evolving as they becorne tools
for decision-making on matters such as appropriate types and levels of human use and services, and
approaches to and levels of resource consemation. The content analyses of ment (pst-1994)
national historic sites management plans, however, indicate that management plans do not identi@
key measurable objectives for ensuring site cornmernorative integrity nor fully integrate
meamernent criteria, that is, targets, standards, and other performance measures, to enable
objectives-oriented evaluation.
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b

(2) To identify whether the Prince of Wales Fort National Historic Site
management plan provides objectives and sufncient indicators and targets,
standards and/or performance measures, to facilitate the evaluation of the
state of PWF's cornmernorative integrity.

The Prince of Waies Fort National Historic Site management plan does identie key "objectives" to
ensurhg the cornmernorative integrity of the site. However, from the content analysis of the PWF
management plan, it is suggested that the management plan provides limited information,
particularly targets and performance measures, to facilitate fùture evaluations of how successful
management strategies and actions are in affecthg the state of PWF's cornmernorative integrity.

b

(3) To recomend where indicators andor targets are needed to improve the
management plan as a site management accountability tool.

Recommendations are made to improve the PWF management plan and national historic sites
management plans in general. These are highlighted in section 6.3.Recommendations are made to:
apply objectivessriented evaluation concepts in management plans; defme targets, standards, and
performance measures in management plans, using site-specific information (fiom monitoring and
s w eys) to develop these measuies; and building evaluation and monitoring requirements into the

operational and decision-making approaches applied at sites.
This concluding chapter presents the study fmdings fiom the literature reviews in Chapters 2 and 3,
and the content and case study analysis of management plans in Chapters 4 and 5. The findings for

each of the above three objectives are recapped under c?rresponding headings of Summacy (la

-

objective -%tateof the art'), Conclusions (Zdobjective evaluation of the PWF management plan),
and Recommendations (3" objective - improvements to management plans).

Program direction to manage for results, and to ensure accountability in the effective and efficient
delivery of Parks Canada's public programs, is placing new expectations on national historic sites
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management pians. Plan elements need to be couched as results, what is to be achieved and why, and
the relationship to program mandates. Further, management plans must now provide enough context

and parameten by which to measure performance toward achieving the results. In effect, the
management plan has moved from a site development design to a fiamework for decision-making,
enabling managers to judge whether objectives and actions are about desired resdts and king
achieved in an efficient and effective m e r .
nie focus on results and decision-making capability, essentially an adaptive management approach,

is only now emerging in management plans as evidenced by recent changes in planning guidelines
of both Parks Canada and the United States National Park Service. A literature review of
management planning, and the Planning, Reporting, and Accountability Structure (PRAS)in Parks

Canada was therefore necessary to document and iaform how objectives-orientedevaluation should
be reflected in planning and management plans. Chapter 2 provided a comprehensivereview of the
Parks Canada PRAS in relation to the national historic sites management pianning process. The
relationship between management planning and steps in evaluation cm be summarized as follows:
Planning and
Reporting
Document

Steps in Evaluation

-

Commemorative IdentiQ site goal cornmemorative integrity, the three conditions for
Integrity Statement integrity, and define objectives as desired outcomes
Management Plan

Create measurability
identi@outcomes that can be achieved
Identify indicators from objectives
Detenine targets, standards, performance expectations for indicators

Business Plan

Identim actions necessary to monitot for and evaluate integrity
Identify interim targets, if necessary, to permit formative evaluation of
actions to achieve objectives

Plan
implementation

Monitor and evaluate for achievement of objectives as well as reliability
and validity of selected indicaton and methods of data gathering

Annual & State of
Protected Heritage
Areas reports

Analyze and report on state of inte&, success toward achieving
integrity, and recornmend changes to program implementation, if
necessary
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Chapter 3 provided a cornparison of the Parks Canada PRAS and management planning with the
United States National Park Service's Planning and Performance Management processes. These
chapters Uustrated the apparent need for measurability in management plans. Together, Chapter 2

and 3 provided the background necessary for the reader to understand the role of the management
plan as an accountability tool in managing for commemorative integrity and how measurability
should be presented in a form suited for objective-oriented evaluation.
Chapter 4 and 5 presented content analyses of recent management plans, including the Prince of
Wales Fort National Historic Site case study. This analysis was a formative evduation of how
measurability for commemorative Uitegrity is embodied in recent planning for national historic sites.
Additionally, the case study analysis exarnined sources of informationand approaches that could be
used to enable or improve measurability in the Prince of Wales Fort management plan.

In summary, this study has provided a comprehensive collation and review of Parks Canada
documents and guidelines on planning and accountability that have not been previously examined
collectively within one study. As such, it has identified the relationships between planning and
reporting processes and documents, and between planning and performance measurement processes.

The overall goal of a national historic site is to ensure site commemorative integrity by passing on
the knowledge associated with a site and maintaining its sense of place. A management plan
provides direction to manage the site to ensure this goal. The plan identifies objectives, strategies,

and actions required to restore, maintain, or improve the conditions for integrity. Key objectives
should be measurable, where managers must focus on thresholds of impairment, uncertainty of
outcome, and cost-benefit considerations of whether program outcornes are king effectively and
efficiently met. Always, a target, performance expectation, or standard is needed to make that
assessment. Does the Prince of Wales Fort Nationai Historic Site management plan provide
objectives and sufncient indicators and targets, standards, andlor performance measures to facilitate
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the evaiuation of the state of its cornmernorativeintegrity? This was the question king asked of the
case study, the Prince of Wales Fort National Historic Site management plan.

The literature review demonstrated that:
managing for results entaiis an objectives-oriented evaluated approach with
goals and measumble objectives;
b

defining targets, standards, and performance measures and linkiag them to
objectives is integral to objectives-oriented evaluation;

selecting indicators, targets, standards, and performance measures is
appropriately conducted at the stage of planning when management resource
capabilities are assessed for what can be realistically accomplished within a
reasonable period; and
defining targets, targets, standards, and performance measures is a management
choice best made through a planning context of making informed choices and
building buy-in of staff, stakeholders, and public.
According to the site's CornmernorativeIntegrity Statement, Prince of Wales Fort National Historic
Site has a high degree of integrity for the historic place and its cultural resources. The site's
management plan, however, provides limilcd information to help the evaluation of how well
management strategies and actions are affecting the site's commemoratiw integriity. Like other
aational bikforic site management plans, the Prince of Wales Fort management plan l a c h
spec~@cityand clarify in whaf should be memured and why. There are some examples in the plan

where evaluation capability is built in, for example, for cannon conservation purposes. There are
however, examples where 'pre-test' information were available or could have been available to
facilitate the sethg of targets or to provide baseline measures of improvement (e.g., visitor
understanding). ûveral, objectives, peflornwnce eqectations, and standan& need to be stated
clearlj and sirccinc!ly as outcornes to be achicwd by impiemenring theplan.
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For cornparison, seven national historic sites management plans were selected to perform a latent
content d y s i s for the presence and usage of objectives-oriented evaluation and performance
measurement (see Chapter 4). These plans represent most, if not dl, of the nationai historic sites
management plans completed for Park Canada since the concept of commemorative integrity was
formaiiy introduced into prograrn policy in 1994. What the content analysis of these recent
management plans has shown, however, is that very few management plans summarize the curent
state of the site's integrity, threats to resources, or hadequacies in heritage presentation programs.
Without this situational analysis,judging whether the management plan and its implementation wiil
improve the site in critical areas is problematic since there are no documentation and explanation
of conditions prior to implementing the plan nor any explanation of why a situation requires
improvement.
The content analysis M e r indicated that the sampled management plans do not identify
requirements to evaluate plan implementation or the ongoing state of the site's integrity. The
conseqwnce is that fuiancial and human resources are not allocated for monitoring and evaluation,
information is not collected, and site management decisions may be uninformed without
consideration of empirical evidence. In several places, both for heritage protection and heritage
presentation, the PWF management plan provides clear direction that monitoring programs for wall
stabilization, cannon conservation, and visitor satisfaction and awareness, be cornrnitted to in the
site's annual business plans. Monitoring has been described as a "common stumbling block in many
park programs," ofien identifiied as needed, but seldom acted on (Fisher 1999: 19). Monitoring and
evaiuation need to be operationalized as part of good site management practices;

". . . the most

successfid monitoring initiatives are those which become part of the operating culture of the
organization (Young 1997: 15).
The building of measurability uito management plans acknowledges that plans are changing fiom
what were once master developmentplans predicated on linear modeling and assumed predictability
of outcornes to what are now decision-making tools enabling managers to affect change and react
to change in a quick and uncertain world. Evaluation capability has replaced assumptions of
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certainty and predictability. Clear statementsof relationship between results, objectives, and actions

(such as outlined in section 5.2) are necessary to ensure that those who enact the management plan
and those who make decisions, understand the association of the tangible action with the intangible
goal. This structure enables site managers to relate commemorative integrity objectives in
management plans, to key actions in site business plans, to reporthg achievement in State of
Protected Heritage Area and other accountability reports.

The Prince of Wales Fort National Historic Site management plan, although yet to be approved by
the Minister of Canadian Heritage and tabled in Parliament, is essentially completed and highly
unlikely to be revised at this point in time to consider the conclusions and recommendations of this
study. However, some recommendations can be considered in doing the annuai site business
planning and the biannual State of the Protected Heritage Area reporting. This study should also be
considered when the PWF management plan review is done at its five-year cycle. The conclusions
and recommendations of this study also have applicationto management planning for other national
historic sites adMNstered by Parks Canada The main recommendations are as follows:

b

the writers of management plans should identifi clear linkages between goals,
objectives, indicators, targets and actions to identiQ the importance of the
actions in relation to results and accountabilities. This sequence of associations
is exemplified in Section 5.2;
those who plan, manage, and make decisions conceming national historic sites,
should be informed of the interrelationships between planning, reporting and
evaluation as illustrated in Tables 4 and 5 of this study. This information would
be particularly beneficial as part staff and stakeholder orientation to a
management planning program;
al1 objectives in a Cornmernorative integrity Statement may need not be acted
on to ensure site commemorative i n t e m . The scoping and situational analysis
done at the outset of management planning should identm commemorative
integrity issues and threats requiring redress. These are key objectives for the
management plan and should be the objectives which are measurable.
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Management planning teams should identi@ what are to be key measurable
objecîives;
Indicators, targets, etc., for cornmernorative integity may be nationally defined
(i.e., uniformfor each and every national historic site), an approach of the United
Stated National Park Service and reporteci in their Annual Performance Plan.
However, each national historic site is unique in tems of its cultural and natural
resources, how sense of place is conveyed, and its visitation (e.g., who, how
many and for what reasons). It is for these reasons that site-specific indicators
and measures may be needed in place of, or as a balance and check to, national
memurement criteria;
the public and stakeholden should be infonned and consuited on results to be
achieved fiom a management plan. Information on targets, standards, and
performance measures should be part of the information for consultation;
the use of objectives-oriented evaluation and m o n i t o ~ gfor site programs and
resource management decision-making should be stated in the management plan
to give forma1 recognition to using these rnethods Li '*P conduct of business at
the site;
those reviewing management plans as preparation for their approval should
identifi whether the above recommendations have been considered in writing
the management plan, and make their recommendations for approval
accordingly;
State of Protected Heritage Areas analysis and reporthg for national historic
sites shouid use management plans as key sources for definhg issues, questions,
and means of measuring the state of the cornmernorative integrity of the site;
and
specific to Prince of Wales Fort, the visitor exit swveys should be continued
with questions to measure visitor understanding of nationally significant
messages, in a like manner to previous years to facilitate cornparison. Sarnple
size should be increased to enable use of the information as a representative
sample of the annual Visitation to the site. Consideration should be given to
using focus group or other fom of study to infer M e r possible reasons for low
measures of visitor understanding.
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Appendu A.

Objectives for Prince of Wales Fort National Eistoric Site from the

CornmernorativeIntegrity Statement.
The following objectives fiom the Prince of Waies Fort MIS Commemorative Integrity Statement
represent the desired conditions for ensuring cornmernorative integrity of the site. The management
plan provides strategic direction to maintain or restore comrnemorative integrity where conditions
identified in the objective where in danger, had already been impaired, or where not king addressed

in current presentation and protection programs. Those objectives where particular attention is
identified in the management plan are noted by a checkmark (J).The management plan in these
cases should provide measures for evaluating whether these objectives are being achieved in the
course of managing PWF under the new management plan guidelines.

Resources Are Not Impaired or under Threat:
The resources that symbolize the national importance of PWF

-- the historic place, the fort and

batteries, Sloop Cove, and the various other cultural resources directly related to comrnemorative
intent

- are not impaired or under threat.

Hilstoric Place (site as a whole)
The histone place is safeguarded when the historic features of the site's setting are respected, that
is:

O

the Location and orientation of the fort and batteries are maintained. (Nor under
threar)

O

the setting of the fort remains fiee of intrusive elements that could obscure
views of the river and coastiine, scale of the fort, and its relationship to the
landscape of the Churchill West Peninsula. (Nor under threat)

O

the view fiom Cape Meny Battery to PWF is not encumbered. (Not under
threar)
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the meaning of the immediate and larger landscape is revealed
through interpretation thereby increasing understanding of its value
and support for its presewation. (Hm been part of heritage
presentation to date)
the historic place setting remains intact (site not under threat of
fiagmentation, adjoent provincial lands are reserved land$
the historic value of the cultural resources has been Mly considered and

integrated into the planning, protection, presentation, and operational
prograrns (done through adherence tu management plan, Cultural Resource
Management Policy and CEAA)

cultural resources and theu bistoric values are considered in environmental
assessments (adherence to CEAA)
J

management decisions are based on integrated research and evaiuation
(threat-speczpc monitoring and the evaluation of interventionprograms are
identifted requirements in the management plan)

J

culturai resource inventories and evaluations are kept upto-date, including
the identification of information gaps (inventoryfor Sloop Cove and Cape
Merry identijied)
adequate research, recording, and investigation precede actions that affect
culturai resources and their presentation (adherence to Cultural Resowce
Management Policy)
research and the resuits of research are the basis for activities having an
impact on cultural resources and their presentation (adherence to Cultural
Resource Management Policy)

Prince of WaIes Forf and Batîeries

htegnty of the fort and batteries will be enswd when:
J

the surviving vestige of the fort, defined by its massing, materiais, and
characteristics of Vaubon-style fortification are retained (intervention
requirement identifid to stabilize the walls)

J

sections of original construction are maintained with minimum amounts of
intervention (specijication of intervention)
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evidence of the 1782 siege aud destruction in the walls and courtyard are
respected (jutures of this event have been inventorie4
the least destructive and most reversible means of conservation will used to

accomplishobjectives (adherenceto Cultural Resource Management Policy)
repairs and reconstructions fiom the 1930s and 1950sare acknowledged and
explained to the public (repaired and rebuilt areas have been dommented)
O

-in situ archaeological resources of the fort and batteries that are directly
related to the commemorative intent are accorded Level I significance.
(adherence to Cultural Resource Management Policy)

Cannon

Integrity of the cannon will be ensured by:
the cannon being displayed at PWF,Cape Merry or the VRC in Churchill;
(the cannon will be kept in Churchill) and

evidence of spiking and loss of trunnions being retained as integral to the
site's commemorative intent.

Evidence of 18th Cenlwy Construction

Integrity of evidence of use of local materials in the construction of PWF and its batteries will be
ensured through:
completing a detailed inventory and evaiuation of these features (inventory
has been dune of area surroundingfort);
respecthg these features in decision-making conceming the site properties
(adherence to Cultural Resource Management Policy); and
O

recognizing these features in presentation (include in interpretive progrmns) .

Troih

Integrity of the historic irails will be ensured when:
locations of 18th century traik are identified to the public (include in
interpretive prograrns) ;
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J

new trails are kept to an absolute minimum to meet operational needs and do
not obscure the historie trails; and
contemporary use of the historic trail respects the physical and associative
values of the trail (adherence il0 Cultural Resource Management Policy).

Slwp Cove Mooring Rings and Inscriptions

Integrity of Sloop Cove wili be ensured when:
J

a detailed inventory and recording of the inscriptions and mooring rings,
providing a benchmark statement on the condition of these cultural resources,
are completed; and
the location of the site and its historical role is explained in light of isostatic
rebound (include in interpretive programs) .

HrSloric Objects
uitegrity of the site's historic objects will be ensured when:
al1 objects pertaining to the culturai resources of

PWF NHS have been

evaluated according to the site's cornmernorative intent, and strategies have
been put in place for their effective protection and monitoring,and access is
ensured for research and presentation.

Reasoiis for National Significance
The reasons for Prince of Wales Fort's national historic significance are effectively cornrnunicated
to the public when:
J

ail visitors are presented with and understand the principal messages of
national significance, i.e., Prince of Wales Fort's role in the 18th century
French English rivahy for control of the territory and its resources around
Hudson Bay, aad the architectural significance of the ruins of PWF;

-

J

the geographic and historic relationships of the site to the larger environment,
i.e., the Hudson Bay western Coast and West Peninsula, the local fur tnde
and Rupertsland, and the global context of the French-English rivalry, are
communicated to the visitors to provide the wider context for understanding
the significance of the site;

J

the public understands the reasons for the establishmentofPWF, the presence
of the English and the French in Hudson Bay, the role of the fur trade and its
participants;
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the public understands the consequences of this period of history on the
bistory of western and northem Canada and on Canada as a whole, including
the lasting effects on the original inhabitants of Hudson Bay and their
descendants;
the messages, the fort, and other Level 1 resources are presented with
integrity. Conjectural information is acknowledged and authentic and
recreated resources are distinguished;
differing contemporary views, perspectives infonned by traditional
knowledge, and later interpretations are presented;
comrnunity support for and participation in events and activities related to
messages of national significance is encouraged; and
third parties involved at PWF NHS share objectives of protecting and
presenting the site according to principles and practice of cultural resource
management.
(Heritage presentation tojhcus on commemorative intent/nalonal significance of place)

Other Heritage Values are Respected
Toward ensuring commemorative integrity, other heritage values will be respected by d l those
whose decisions or actions affect the site when:
known Level II cultural resources are managed according to CRM principles
and practice (adherence to Cultural Resource Management Policy);
O

al1 newly identified resources are evaluated through application of principles
and practice of CRM (adherence to Cultural Resource Management Policy);
inventories for cultural resources are undertaken where there is uncertainty
as to their presence (e.g., a graveyard identified by Isham) before proposing
any activities that may impact the site (adherence to Cultural Resource
Management Polky);

a

heritage values are taken into consideration in al1decision-making for the site
(adherence to Cultural Resource Management Policy);

O

the 4000 years of continuous human history, as represented by the cultural
resources of the Churchill West Peninda is communicated to the public
(include in interpretiveprogroms);
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the change to the landscape over the past 4000 years (e.g., isostatic rebouod,
tree Iine, etc.) is commuaicated to the public (include in interpretive
programs) ;
J

a

stakeholders and interested parties are invited to participate in the
management of PWF NHS and Parks Canada endeavors to work with
stakeholders in the management of the Churchill West Peninsuia histotic
place;
the historic continuity of a largely undisturbed naturai environment is
identified in understanding the significance of PWF NHS;

J

O

the significance of PWF MIS as part of the larger system of National
Historic Sites is communicated to the public, as are its thematic links to other
commemorations in the Churchill area (Matonabbee, Samuel Herne, Port
Churchill, Sea Horse Gully) and to York Factory NHS, Norway House NHS,
Lower Fort Garry NHS and The Forks MIS; and

--

the risks of visiting the site where protection and management of the
cultural and natural resources, and m a i n t h g the landscape of the site
precludes certain cornforts and requires that guidelines be followed- are
communicated to the public.
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Appendu B. 1997 State of the Park Evaluation: An Overview of Method and Reaults

The 1997 State of the Parks (SOP)Report was the fint attempt to make an overail evaluation of the
commemorative integrity of national historic sites based on the condition of culturai resources,
heritage presentation and management practices. A detailedquestionnaire was filled out by site staff

kom the eight national historic sites smpled for the 1997SOP Report and by resource management
specialists. The methodology used in the 1997 SOP Report is outlined below.

B.1

Expert Evaluation

Expert judgement is the evaluation instrument used for the 1997SOP Report. This method was used
largely because methods of measuring desired outcornes by specified measures were not necessarily

in place and not comparable between sites. Expert evaluations, if properly designed, c m be a costeffectivealternative to more conventionai quantitativemethods of program evaluation; they can also

be "more fragile and prone to error than other procedures"(Averch 1994: 293).
Eight sites having Commemorative Integrity Statements and curent management plans were
selected for evaluation. The evaluationswere largely based on information fkom practitioners in the
field of cultural resource management

0

who were involved in compiling idormation used for SOP;and
who used generally accepted standards and criteria expressed in policies and
technical manuals.

Expert evaluation was done intemally, by Parks Canada staffat the field level and at the program
level (Figure B-1). Using questionnaires, developed by the evaluation team, site staff and
professional services staff provided and evaluated idonnation concerning threats, heritage
presentation, and site management practices (the latter questionnaire behg based upon the Culturai
Resource Management Policy).
Each site evaluated had a team of site staff and professional and technical services staff review
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information already available or collected specificaliy for the SOP exercise (Table B- 1), which was
then organized according to the evaluation form. The results and recommendationsof each site team
were then assesseâ by a national committee to provide conformity in the method and reporthg of

each site and to provide a check of objectivity in reporting by site t e m .
Evaluation Report in SOP
National Cornmittee
established to develop
questionnaires & review
submissions for

1
1

Forwarded to and

l

l

1

Develop and Distribute
Heritage Presentation Questionnaire

I
I

11

Threats Survey

heritage specialists

1 -~ornmernorativelntegrity Questionnaire
l

Figure B- 1. Expert Evaluation Process used for Commemorative Integrity in the 1997 State of
the Park Report.
Table B-1. Sources of information for Expert Evaluation (from Canadian Heritage 1998a: 65)

-

Commemorative Integrity Statement
I

condition reports for various classes of cultural resources, which were compiled by
experts in archaeology, conservation architecture and engineering, objects conservation
and collections management

I11-

a detailed heritage presentation questionnaire filled out by site staff to identify
effectiveness of interpretive programs in delivering messages of national significance
threats surveys of each site

"an accountability checklist" based on Parks Caaada's CRM Policy

1
1
1
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The 1997 report was based on two key documents: the CommemorativeIntegity Statement, which
is prepared for each site, and a Site Evaluation Fom. The assessrnent process can be described as
foliows:

Commemoriatk Integr@
Sitatement

-

(Evduation Criteria)

Site Evaluation Fom -.

(Evduation Instrument Method and Data)

B.1.1 The Evaluation Form

The site evduation f o m was devised by a working group consisting of field managers, and SOP
Report coordinators and heritage specialistsrepresenting a national perspective of the Parks Canada
program. The form was completed under the direction of the responsible field manager for each of
the eight sites profiled in the SOP Report. A multi-disciplinary tearn of site s t a f f and heritage
specialist staff was selected to complete the form. The form was organized like the CIS:
1" Element of Cornmernorative Integrity: the resources that symbolize or represent the site's

importance are not impaired or under threat.

2"dElernent of Commemorative Integrity: the reasons for the site's nationai historic significance are

effectively communicated to the public.
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3" Element of Cornmernorative Integrity: the heritage values of the site are respected by al1 whose
decisions or actions affect it. Same criteria used as above for physical resources aud messages that
are not of national significance, plus

8.1.2 The Reporling Form

While the evaluation fom was used to collect and summarize information, a reporthg form was
devised to present the results in a "state of' format and to ease cornparisons among the eight sites

(Table B-2). The reporting form is divided into three general categones (resource condition,
effectiveness of communications, and selected management practices) with a total of 22 evaluation
criteria.
Table B-2. Report on Cornmernorative Integrity of Sites Profiled in 1997 SOP Report.

O green

-

means good, effective or not currently impaired. Indicators shown in green are not a threat to the
comrnemorative integrity of the site. Indeed, they contribute toward this desired stated
D yellow means fair, acceptable, minor hprovement. ~ e ~ u i rminor
e s ixnprovement.
red - rneans poor, ineffective, seriously impaired, &d/or significah amibute missing (whether related to
condition, communications or selected management practices)
not applicable
da
n/r
- not rated
Plus (+) or Minus means that the actual state is on the high- or tow-borderline side of one of the ratings, but not to
the degree that warrants king raised or dropped to another rating
The arrows ("1 (v) refer to trends (upward or downward), not to actual state. For example, considerable work might be
underway which, when completed, will result in a change in rating. Mien we are reporting on state, it is actual current
state, not "state" at some t h e in the fiinire, This identification of trend illustrates that 'Effectiveness of
Communications' is much lower than is expected in the fiinm. The next SOP Report will evaluate whether the
Unprovernent trends rrported in 1997 result k a higher rating for the indicator.

-

-

.

-

-

3

I

C

-

-

-

-

(0)

*

-

-

-

I

1

C

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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B.2

Discussion

The overall assessment of PWF's commemorative integrity was fair to acceptable for condition of

resources with requitementsfor minor improvements;borderline effective for communications and
acceptable management practices with some minor improvementsrequired. Thesejudgements were
made based on expert assessment where individuals knowledgeable on the protection and

presentation progams at PWF made assessments of the site based on a set of questiomaires.
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